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Make Reservations fcariv For

Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established
In 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Oazette
In 1882. The Free Press was established
In 1855 and ln 1891 changed Its name to
the Tribune. These papers consolidated
March 17. 1897.

THANKSGIVING
DINNER
Hope wlll make thee young; for
Served from 12.00 to 4.00
Hope and Youth are children of
$1.25 per plate
♦ one mother. —Shelley
GREEN GABLES TEA ROOM
Telephone 2230,
Camden, Me. ••• ■«. •••

—
♦
—

•*

DANCE TONIGHT

ROCKPORT SCHOOLS

Glover Hall, Warren
Four-Piece Orchestra
Banking

During the winter, on stormy days,
the “no school" signal in Rockport
village and West Rockport will be
sounded at 7 a. m. and 1230 p. m.

THANKSGIVING
CHARITY BALL
WEDNESDAY EVENING, NOV. 25
TEMPLE HALL, ROCKLAND
Auspices Kiwanis Underprivileged Child Committee

Each Ticket Purchased Feeds an Undernourished
Child For One Week

Many Prizes Given Away
MUSIC BY

EDDIE WHALEN’S
YANKEE AMBASSADORS

140-141

THANKSGIVING ELECTRIC COOKERY
DEMONSTRATION

Volume 91................ Number 140.

HAS MADE EXCELLENT CHOICE

CLIPPER SHIP ERA

Cooked fresh daily in Pure Olive Oil
In our brand new Brownie Electric
Nut Cooker, newest of the new.
Try Some of Our Fresh Cooked Nuts
Subscriptions 63 00 per year payable ln
advance; single copies three cents.
and Get a New Taste Thrill

Strand Theatre Store

THREE CENTS A COPY
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Capt. IJ. (F. Marden Tells the
Men’s League of Romantic
Days Asea

m

Mrs. Edward Bok Becomes a Member Of Colby
College Board Of Trustees

for the building construction, which,
however, will not be undertaken until
sufficient funds have been raised to
complete the project.
The Colby president in his report
stressed the academic progress of
the college, pointing out that Colby
has this year the largest faculty in
its history and a teacher-student
The spars of a clipper ship towered
ratio of one to twelve. The policy of
above the members of the Baptist
enrollment limitation and the conse
Men's League while they dined
quent selective admission require
The spinning wheel has disappeared but the Thanksgiving custom of breaking the wish
Thursday night. Not far above, to be
ment has tended to raise the intel
bone still exists.
sure, for this clipper ship was only
lectual level of the students, he said.
a model, yet the miniature craft pos
This Is evidenced by the increasing
sessed a fascination which was
number of graduates who continue
equalled only by that which possessed
their education
in professional
the men as they listened to the lec
schools and graduate departments of
SPECIAL MEETINGS
ture on clipper ships given by Capt.
universities. This year, a Colby
J. F. Marden of Stockton Springs.
graduate is one of the four Rhodes
Major Wiseman To Be Here
Capt. Marden talked about the days
Scholars from New England and two
Nine Consecutive Days—
of “wooden ships and iron men” as he
other of last year's class have also
discussed the era of the clipper ship.
Old Fashioned Gospel
won fellowships for foreign study.
He told of the model exhibited by
After her formal election, Mrs. Bok
Architect Griffith back in 1841, a
Major Charles Wiseman, veteran
'attended the trustee's meeting.
model which met with frank disap Salvationist, has been engaged to be
Other new trustees present were
proval on the part of shipping ex the special speaker every night Nov.
Hon. John E. Nelson of Augusta and
Thursday afternoon a group of lo seemed a large order, but Rockland
perts, to whom the clipper was an 21-28. Major Wiseman is an of cal men and women met at Masonic has done it before. For example,
Miss Clio M. Chilcott of Ellsworth
ficer of 39 years' unbroken service
unknown factor.
who were elected as representatives
Community Park called for $15,000
Hls experimental plans were em to the Army. During his career as
of the graduate body last June. At
and it was raised by the people of
bodied in the 700-ton clipper ship an officer he has had. charge of
that time, also. Associate Justice
Rockland, many of whom are on the
Rainbow, whose launching was wit many of the large and important
James H. Hudson of Guilford was
present committee.
nessed by a crowd of 30,000, which commands In the country. Included
elected to serve a second term as
There will be an executive commit
found itself cheated of the expected ln his service were appointments ln
tee as a sort of clearing house to co Mrs. Edward Bok, who was elected to alumni representative.
thrill, for the Rainbow neither rolled charge of New York 1, Brooklyn 1,
Mrs Bok is the fifth woman on the
ordinate the work of a score of sub the Colby College Board of Trus
over nor sank, but floated as grace Rochester 1, N. Y., Syracuse N. Y.
tees, Saturday. Daughter of the Colby Board. Tlie daughter of the
committees listed below whose many
fully as a swan. It made the voyage Buffalo, Cleveland, Newark, and
late publisher, Cyrus H. K. Curtis
late publisher, Cyrus H. K. Curtis,
activities will bring the desired funds.
to Canton, China, in 92 days, and Wilmington.
The auditorium of the Community I------------------------------------------------- Mrs. Bok has long been a summer
Meetings ■will start at 7:30 p. m.
brought back a cargo In 88 days—be
Building will be completed by Dec. 15 j President Johnson. In addition, he resident of Maine, maintaining a
ing then the fastest sailing ship afloat. This is an half an hour earlier than
and will be used for the many events said, substantial amounts will be re home in Camden, where she has been
Later in this decade came the dis usual. A great deal of interest has
now being planned. Rockland will ceived from seven estates which are influential in many civic improve
covery of gold in California and clip already been manifested ln regard
ments. Mrs. Bok founded and is now
have its first Automobile Show in1 in the process of settlement,
per ships were brought into play in to this campaign.
years under the direction of Chairman He announced the gift of $41,200 president of the Curtis Institute of
Major
Wiseman's
message
tonight
order that adventurers from the East
Charles Berry and a committee com- ■ from Dr. and Mrs. George G. Averill music in Philadelphia and has spon
might reach the Golconda at the earli is “Home Religion."
posed of the local automobile dealers, of Waterville as the flrst installment sored many other musical and phil
Sunday. Ill a. m., "The Gift Of
est possible moment. The ships car
j
A. W Gregory heads the Food Fair i of a fund to be devoted to erecting anthropic enterprises.
ried from 35 to ,75 men before the Power."
I Committee made up of a group of i one of the new buildings on the new
In 1931, the Polish government
Sunday, 7:30 p. m., "Four Neigh
mast and they cut the speed record
• real live wires. The Sports Commit-) campus for Colby on Mayflower Hill. conferred upon her the Chevalier’s
bors
and
Their
Friend."
from 140 to 88 days—a record which
J tee is under the leadership of Charles; Other progress in the efforts to raise Cross of the Order of Polonia and
Monday. 7:30 p. m„ "Qualified
still stands unbeaten.
I Wotton. and promises something new j funds for the new plant was reported. Restitute, and in 1935, the Austrian
For
Service."
“Today,'’ said Capt. Marden, "the
I in basketball and sports for the com- The president said that the de- Government conferred the Knight’s
Join in this special series of meet
sailing ship has gone and that type
George B. Wood who is chairman of ing season Robert Hudson heads velopment of the new campus al- Cross, First Class, Austrian Order of
ings.
The
old
fashioned
Gospel
is
of sailor we never see. It was a day
the Initial Gifts Committee For the dance committee who are plan-1 ready represents an investment of Merit.
when we had a right to sweep the still able to meet the present need.
Community Building
She has received the honorary de
ning a series of dances to raise more than $100 000 and that some
seas, and when some of the world’s
funds. Maurice Lovejoy leads the tw° miles of campus drives and ap- grees of Doctor of Humane Letters
and
was
made
by
Capt.
Marden,
who
greatest fortunes were founded. The
Temple and inaugurated a drive for most unique committee of all and preaching roads have been built and from the University of Pennsylvania
builders of the clipper ships were men I devoted two years to producing some $10,000 to furnish and equip the new- one of the most important, the, nearly three-quarters of a mile of and of Doctor of Music from Wil
thing
which
would
faithfully
delineate
of genius, but copied much from Grif
Buy-A-Ohair group. You will be sewer has been laid in preparation liams College.
the lines and rig of the real Light- I Community Building.
fith's plans. We have lost the carry
The meeting was opened by Mayor able to read the details of this plan -----------ning.
The
craft
on
the
voyage
from
ing trade we once possessed, but I
Thurston, who in a brief talk cu*- very soon now. Con you guess what
like to think that one day it may come Boston to Liverpool made the fastest lined the project and Introduced the it may be?
back. Today it lives only in song and day's run on record—438 miles in 24 General Chairman, John M. RichThe extremely important Initial |
, . . . . . ...............
hours.
story.
ardson.
Under
Mr.
Richardson's
Gifts
committee
headed
by
George
j
Capt. Marden told of seeing the
Clipper ships cost (from $75,000 to
guidance, the meeting went forward
wiii seek to find those wish$110,000. but were built, Capt. Mar Rockland built clipper ship Red rapidly and soon a plan of procedure b
ing to equip certain rooms or make
Jacket
at
Funchal
about
30
years
ago.
den explained, at a period when ma
For half an hour after his highly shaped itself with everyone present major gifts. Frank A. Tirrell and
terials were much cheaper.
entertaining
lecture he answered a taking an enthusiastic part in '.he James Connellan will take care of the |
The model shown at the Men’s
discussions. A goal of $10000 was incorporation. The men's section of
League meeting Thursday night was barrage of questions concerning the set as being the sum needed to com
clipper
ship
days,
and
showed
him

That aristocrat of named especially good, will retail at
that of the clipper ship Lightning
(Continued on Page Two)
self thoroughly at home on all phases pletely furnish the building. This
the barnyard, known about thc same price as turkeys but
of the subject, not forgetting the part
as the Turkey Gob- the price like that of turkeys had
played by the "boarding house run MADE GOOD RECORDS of the bull's eye. Both batteries also
bier,, is here in force not been designated yesterday,
LOUIE J. DREWETT
got several shots so close as to have
ners."
for thc Thanksgiving, Roast pork, another popular dinTEACHER OF PIANO
It was announced that Col. E. A. Battery E “Excellent” and hit thelr normal target in action, a function, but not quite so high hat ln ner table factor will sell this year
Private lessons in the homes or in her
transport or light cruiser, enough to
Robbins would be guest speaker at the
studio at
financial circles, as the retail price at 28 cents a pound, which is conBattery F “Very Good,” In have destroyed it.
32 SCHOOL ST.
ROCKLAND December meeting, giving an illus
this year will range from 25 to 30 siderably lower than last year's
TEL 883-W
trated talk on his trip around the
Target Practice
cents a pound, in contrast with thc figures.
1406143 world.
35 cents which you were obliged to
Vegetables are in large quantity, and
LAYING THE CABLE
{
The ratings ,by the First Coast
pay a year ago.
good quality, with the indispensable
Artillery District of the 1936 target
Earl Perry, manager of the Perry celery lower than last year.
At 6 o'clock thts morning
practices of the Second Battalion,
Markets makes one's mouth water, Cranberries are scarce, and higher
there left this port a formidable
240th Coast Artillery, nave oeen re
as he talks about those fancy north- j than last year. Canned cranberry
fleet which would have excited
ern birds, and of the fine quality of sauce, is growing in popularity.
ceived. Battery E's "Excellent" and
much curiosity but for the fact
the natives whioh arc sprinkled into
Strawberries are in the market,
Battery Fs “Very Good are the
that almost everybody on thc
the big supply. Turkeys run a bit together with persimmons, extra nice
best that each has received since they
walerfront knew that its errand
smaller thts year because of the na Florida oranges, cucumbers, iceberg
were issued their present armament,
was to lay thc new telephone
ture of the summer weather and sun lettuce, and fancy Italian chestnuts
the 155 M. M. G. P. F. Gun in 1931.
cable between Owl’s Head and
dry other things. A smaller bird, which you can roast before the fire
The scoring is based on a hypothet- I Crabtree's Point, North Haven.
however, is just what the average place. keeping one eye on the chest
ical target of considerable size sur
The work was expected to oc
family is looking for, so thts is no nuts and the other on your best girl.
rounding the material pyramidal
cupy about six hours. At 9 a.m.
NATIVE CHICKENS
NATIVE FOWL
drawback.
Nice large oysters to be used as
target which is used as an aiming
the mainland end was bring put
The gobblers are already on the turkey dressing are on tap.
point. Although this pyramidal target
NATIVE CAPONS
in place on the Rockland side of
counters, and the orders are going
Of course there are some new
is so small that it can hardly be
These birds are unusually fine and weigh from 7 to 9 lbs. each
Owl's Head. The Snow Marine' in as fast as telephone lines are ob
wrinkles Por instance, canned King
seen without a telescope at the range
Co. has the contract for laying
tainable.
eels and canned smoked salmon.
TURKEYS—We have bought a large lot of North
of the practice, eight miles, yet so
the cable and the work is bring
Geese, ducks and chickens, the last
Don’t forget to order early.
keen was the shooting that Battery

The election of Mrs Edward Bok
of Camden, arid Merion Station.
Penn, to the Colby College Board of
Trustees was announced at the close
of their meeting at Hotel Eastland
yesterday.
The receipt of $322,065 in gifts and
bequests to Colby College during the
past fiscal year was reported by

START A $10,000 RIDE

Enthusiastic Group Opens Great Drive To Equip
Community Building

THANKSGIVING TURKEY CHEAPER

wood

CARRIE WILLIAMS FOWLER, who will give demonstration

MONDAY EVENING, NOV. 23
TIME 7 P. M. TO 9 P. M.

UNIVERSALIST VESTRY, ROCKLAND
Turkey, Salads, Pies, Cakes, Cookies, Candy

Pudding
and as a special attraction
Biscuits made by Ed. Gonia

All Food Given Away at the School
LIGHTING TALK by SUZANNE MILLER
LADIES AND GENTLE
MEN INVITED

SPONSORED BY THE
CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO.

PROFITS AND LOSS
How do your accounts stand?
Come and find out how to keep from
“Going Into the Red"
A Startling Message
140*u
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 22—7.30 P. M.
GRAND ARMY HALL,
ROCKLAND

FOR
THANKSGIVING

SPECIAL NOTICE
TO WATER TAKERS
Experience during cold weather prompts the Water
Company to urge its customers to heed the following
suggestions:
1.

Be sure the shut-off in the cellar is in working
order and accessible at all times.

2.

Be sure to know how the shut-off works.

3.

Be sure to close it if there is danger of pipes
bursting from freezing of water.

4.

The metered consumer is reminded of his re
sponsibility for the protection of the meter
against freezing, hot water, or other damage.

CAMDEN & ROCKLAND WATER 139-141
CO.

j

ern fresh killed young turkeys. They cannot raise
turkeys better than this lot.
We shall have some Turkeys as low as 25c a pound

DUCKS

GEESE

RAISINS,

NUTS,

RIBBON CANDY,

PEANUT BRITTLE

CORN CAKES,

TOMATOES

CUKES

SWEET POTATOES, TURNIPS, SQUASH
ONIONS,

NEW CARROTS

DEAN’S FAMOUS KROUT
A DELICIOUS PINT ROLL ICE CREAM 35c each
Made from Fro-joy Cherry Nut Glow rolled in macaroon
crumbs. Serves four people. Telephone your order any
time. We deliver for your Thanksgiving dinner. Telephone
now and see how relieved you feel “all set" for your dessert.

J. A JAMESON CO.
743 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

F actually hit it: equivalent in rifle
shooting to a hit in the very centre

NOTICE!

SHOOT
AT

ERNEST HUNTS

HAPPY HOLLOW

PASCAL AND NATIVE CELERY

LETTUCE

Aristocrat Will Cost About Same As Chicken
Lower Prices Prevail

TEL 17

personally
superintended
by
Captain John I. Snow, presi
dent of the corporation, while
Lewis Gray of Bangor, division
construction foreman, repre
sents the New England Tele
phone 4 Telegraph Co. The
cable is 36,060 fect long—said to
be the second longest in this
country. *

THE ROTARIANS
A Strong Thanksgiving Mes
sage
Presented Before
Them By Dr. Lowe
The members of the Rockland Ro
tary Club listened yesterday to a

with that which existed in Puritani
cal times, and that which prevails in
other countries.
There was one visiting Rotarian,
Israel Cutler of Old Town; and one
guest, Charles T Smalley.
The classification committee will
have charge of next Friday’s enter
tainment. which will again be pro
vided from within the ranks.

UNION, ME.

Bert Larcotrtbe has joined Man I splendid Thanksgiving address by
ager Dyer's staff at the National ] one of their own number, Rev. John
Re-employment office as special
1.00 P. M.
assignment officer for private place | Smith Lowe, pastor of the Univer138-140
j salist Church.
ments.
Dr. Lowe spoke of the obligation
we owe to nature, and environment,
REAL BARGAINS AT ALL TIME LOW PRICES
and to circumstances which permit
us to live in the United States at a
Furniture, Bedding, Carpets and Stoves
time when the world is torn with war
Black Ranges No. 8 at $42.50; Enamel at $59.50
and rumors of war. Hc spoke at
Complete Living Room—Nine Pieces
some length on the broad field of
$77.30 complete
Rotarian activities. Declaring that
Divan, Two Large Chairs, End Table, Floor Lamp, Bridge lamp,
Foot Stool, Davenport Table, 9x12 Fell Base Rug—Big Values
opportunities exist in this country
which can be found in no other, he
referred to foreigners who have come
283 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
TELEPHONE 1154
to these shores and made good. He
TU&S-tf
compared the present religious life

November 22

V. F. STUDLEY, Inc.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to Uve again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some music at least once
a week. The loss of these tastes Is ■
loss of happiness. —Charles Darwin,

Hls
I’ll
III
I'll

FROM A PET-SHOP WINDOW
eyes said. Come and buy me
be as good a« gold:
never cl^w your slippers.
give you faith untold '

Hls eyes said. I’ll amuse you,
I'll take your mind away
From silly little worries—
How you and I could play!”
Hls eyes said. Do not leave me.
We two belong together:
I'll follow you across the world.
Through fair and stormy weather ”

Hls eyes said. Come and buy me.
I’ll love you till I drop.'
I turned—and then, a weakling.
I walked Into the shop!
—Margaret E. Sangster

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, November 21, 1936
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THEY,WERE AMAZED

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Came To See Winter Sports
At Hosmer’s Pond and
Went Away Popeyed

There is a river, the streams j
whereof shall make glad the city of|
God. Psalm 46: 4.
,

a mcEHLH

OPPORTUNITY CLASS
Holds Its Fifteenth Annual
, Banquet (— Clever Skit
Presented

DI OUR POCKETS

The 15th annual banquet of Oppor- j

O
If we as citizens of this
community earn money here
to put in our pockets, and then
spend it unnecessarily out
side of the community, there
is a hole in our pockets. We
are losing money that is being
picked up by strangers.

tunity Class of the First Baptist
Church was held Wednesday, with
125 persons attending. The supper ,
chairman was Mrs. Elizabeth Wil- j

liamson. assisted by Mrs. Elvie Woos- j
ter, Mrs. Eda Post. Mrs. Clara Greg- j
ory, Mrs. Aurilla Venner. Mrs. Cora I

Richards, Mrs. Maud Grant and j
Mrs. Eva Greene. The decorating
committee comprised Mrs. Anna Bra
zier chairman, Mrs. Pauline Saunders
and Mrs. Maude Tibbetts, who used ’
pine and red berries, red and green,
crepe paper and red candles in at
tractive combinations. Bouquets of
red roses were used as table centerpieces.
The after dinner speaking presid
ed over by Mrs. Alice Kaler, includ
ed remarks from Rev. and Mrs. J. C.
MacDonald, Mrs. Nellie Magune and
Mrs. Clara Emery. A letter of greet
ing from Mrs. Xena Browne was
read and enjoyed.
Mrs Alice Karl was in charge of
the unique program, Mrs. Karl tak
ing the part of "The Old Woman
Who Lived in the Shoe" and intro
ducing her family in this manner—
Granddad.
John
Kellenberger,
mother, Mrs. McKusick; father, Os
mond Palmer. Of her 21 children
only the following were at home to
be presented—son Pierre Havener,
twins, Gladys Grant and Edna Greg
ory, triplets, Mildred Havener. Ern
est Brazier, and Donald Karl, quad
ruplets, Anna Brazier, Ross McKin
ney, Florian Clark, and Gladys
Grant. Other children present were
Bert Gregory. Norma Havener and
Elmer Ames. There were vocal solos
by Osmond Palmer, Lillian Joyce,
Donald Karl. Gladys Grant, Mildred
Havener and Ross McKinney, vocal
duets by Gladys Grant and Edna
Gregory, piano solo Edna Gregory
and trombone solo by Florian Clark
and Mrs. Lillian Joyce acted as ac
companist.
The Bridal Chorus from Lohengrin
was played for the golden wedding
couple and many old time favorite
songs were sung. The clever skit
was written by Mrs. Alice Karl and
received hearty applause.

AN OFFICERS’ CLUB

Three Branches of Service
Represented In New Pe
nobscot Organization

O
Let's sew up that hole.
Let's deal with home mer
chants as much as we can. It
will help business and help
all of us.

KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.
ROCKLAND,

CAMDEN,

UNION,

VINALHAVEN,

WARREN

START A $10,000 RIDE
Stage:
Joseph Emery
the very important furniture survey
Joseph Dondis
and purchase committee under Dr.
Ellingwood's chairmanship has al Buy-A-Chair:
Maurice F Lovejoy
ready begun active work in co-opera
Alan F. McAlary
tion with Supervising Architect Fink.
Donald L Kelsey
The committees in the appended
list are of course, unorganized and Movies:
incomplete. The full commitees and
Joseph Dondis
their organization will be published
Basil R. Stinson
in these columns from time to time
Each committee has authority to go Incorporation:
Frank A. Tirrell
ahead immediately on its own pro
Charles T Smalley
jects.
James Connellan
Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood is the Gen
eral Chairman of the Women's Divi
Furniture Survey and Purchase:
sion and will have committees to
William Ellingwood
correspond to the Men's Division
Maurice F. Lovejoy
some with additional enterprises.
Joseph Emery
These committee names will be pub
A S. Peterson
lished in the immediate future.
This group has been formed and Publicity:
Will be incorporated for the sole
S. L. Cullen
purpose of raising the funds and fur
E. C. Dow
nishing the building. Upon com
R. S. Sherman
pletion of this project, it will cease
J. M. Richardson
to function and its property will be
turned over to a governing board Speakers:
E. R. Veazie
representing the old YM.C.A. direc
Frank A. Tirrell
tors and the City of Rockland. All
James Connellan
persons are working without salary
George Cumming
but with the object of completing one
of the finest buildings of its sort in
the state, and placing it in the hands Executive
John M. Richardson
of the people of the county for their
Willis I. Ayer
use in as short a time as possible.
F.
A. Winslow
Following are the various commit
Thomas Chisholm
tees who will act in the capacities
John M Pomeroy
listed:
Knott C. Rankin
Initial Gifts:
Miss Lenore Benner
George (B. Wood
L. E. McRae
Finance:
Dr. Wm. Ellingwood
Mayor Thurston
Alan L. Bird
Homer Robinson
M. R. Pillsbury
Dances:
Edward W. Hellier
Robert Hudson
Wilbur Senter
Treasurer:
Howe Glover
Donald C. Leach
R. C. Perry
Secretary:
Dr. E. W. Peaslee
Miss Lenore Benner
James C. Kent
fContlnued from Page One)

Officers of the Regular Army,
Maine National Guard and Organized
Reserve Corps, were in session at the
Camden Hills Camps of the Civilian
Conservation Corps. Camden, where
the Penobscot Officers Club, was
formed.
A meeting was called for Dec. 3 at
the Camden Camp, at which the of
ficers and ladies will attend a buffet
luncheon and social hour.
The primary purpose of the organi
zation is to promote a more personal
contact between the various arms
of the service.
Officers at the dinner and subse
quent meeting were:
Major George Blaney. USA., Capt.
Charles Berry
M.D. MacLaughlin. Inf-Res, Capt.
Prank A. Tirrell
R. O. Quenneville, Eng-Res., Lt.
L. E. McRae
Paul A Scammon. Ca-Res„ Lt. E.
J. H. McLoon
Kenneth Mills. OA Me. JN. O„ Lt.
Robert McCarty
Wm. R. Hoffses, CA (Me. N. G. Lt.
R. O. McCarthy, Med-Res., Lt. Bur
Basketball and Sports:
ton White. Inf-Res., Lt. Percy BlaisCharles Wotton
dell, CA Me. N. G . Lt. R. W. Calkin
James Connellan
OA-RE8 Lt. C. U. Bishop Jr. Inf-Res.
William Sullivan
Don Matheson
Prof. Marion J. Bradshaw, who is

to give an illustrated lecture on "The Auto Show:
Peoples and Problems of India" at the
Charles H. Berry
Congregational Church Sunday eve
Hector Staples
ning, is one of the most popular lec
J. H. McLoon
turers in Maine. A world traveler
Harold Burgess
expert photographer, and keen impar
Lawrence Miller
tial student of world affairs, Dr. Brad
B. J. Philbrook
shaw is eminently qualified from per
J. G. Snow
sonal experiences and observation to
Carl Porter
speak with authority upon many of
the world's most perplexing problems Food Fair:
This lecture is open to (the public, and
A. W. Gregory
will begin at 7.30 p. m. A vocal solo
Willis Ayer
will also be rendered by Mrs. Nettie
A. C. McLoon
Bird Frost at this evening service.
J. M. Richardson
William Sansom
’pie Congregational vestry will be
H. B. Bird
open Tuesday for those who wish
Elmer B. Crockett
to contribute articles for the Thanks
John M. Pomeroy
giving baskets which are annually
George Dyer
distributed by that church Vege
E. R. Veazie
tables, pies and jellies are needed,
George Cumming
but cash will be gratefully accepted
Joseph Biaisdell
if the donor so desires. Mrs. Ken
Parker Worrey
nedy Crane will receive the offerings.
A. E. Brunberg
Why not bring in your Christmas Dedication:
Mayor Thurston
list and let us show you how you can
E. C. Moran
solve your Christmas Shopping prob
James Connellan
lem quickly . . . and economically?
Rytex Printed Stationery comes in a • Basil R. Stinson
George Dyer
wide variety of styles and size suit
Lloyd Richardson
able for every member of the family
Joseph Biaisdell
. . . and the price is only $1.00, post
George Cumming
age 10 cents, at The Courier-Gazette.

As a result of the intense interest
displayed in the winter sports de
velopment at Hosmer's Pond, at the
meeting in Augusta, called by the
Maine Development Commission,
Wally Lovell and Win Robbins, both
well known in winter sports activities
in New England, came to Camden
last Sunday to look over the work ln
progress. They both expressed amaze
ment at what has been accomplished,
not only considering the short time
but, more impressive, the spirit of
co-operation and enthusiasm that
has made this work possible. They
covered the whole area including ski
trail possibilities on Bald Mountain,
and then discussed the proposition
until about 9 p. m.
These men know the winter sport
areas in practically all parts of the
country and sum up the Hosmer
Pond project as building for fame
unequalled by any other area in the
country. “You have everything and
your success will only be limited by
the extent to which you follow
through and complete all the plans
you have outlined," was their final
expression of opinion.
Mr. Lovell and Mr. Robbins have
been appointed on a committee of
three by the Maine Development
Commission to inspect areas in other
parts of Maine where similar de
velopments might be feasible. They
received tremendous inspiration
when they viewed Hosmer Pond Sun
day. To have this continued Interest i
from these men will be of great value j
to the Bay Region. That they know |
what they are talking about on the
subject of winter sports is well evi
denced by their past experience.
Everett C. Oreaton, chairman of the
Maine Development Commission, re-.
ferred to them as the two best in
formed men on the subject in the |
State.
Mr. Lovell is a graduate of the
University of New Hampshire class
of 1930. While an undergraduate he,
was elected vice president of the ,
International Intercollegiate Ski t
Union, was eight years a competitor,
in events at Lake Placid, New York;
a member of the Eastern Amateur
Ski Association; has ridden almos:
i all the big hills from coast to coast 1
: and has continuously followed win
ter sports as a competitor and in- j
structor; a member of the University
of New Hampshire Ski Team that,
held international intercollegiate;
winter sports championship in which i
he won numerous events, one of |
which was international speed skating; winner of the Gannet Trophy ,
and the Gov. Baxter Trophy for ski
jumping; State championship 1926
at Rumford: qualified for 1928
Olympic ski team; instructed in ski
ing for three years at Bridgton
Academy; worked with the White
Mountain development in winter
sports, specializing chiefly in Moun
tain Climbing and down hill pro
ficiency skiing.
Win Robbins of Brewer, U. of M.
1932. member crack winter sports £
team of U. of M specializing in pro
ficiency skiing and cross country
work. Considered pioneer ski explorer
of the Katahdin region. His last trip
to the summit of Mt. Katahdin,
Monument Peak, was in March 1935,
one 16 mile day to carry in—two days
climbing to the summit and one day
to carry out. One stretch that was a
four hour ascent was less than a
quarter hour descent; also specialized
in Mountain climbing and cross
country skiing.
A. E. W.

■

Every-Other-Day

A GREAT

Sato.
STARTING MONDAY MORNING —TURKEYS ON SALE NOW
We shall have a large selection of the Most Delicious Bi rds you have ever eaten. To be assured of obtaining an
extra fine bird we urge you to select yours now. You can leave it in our modern coolers until needed.
PHONE 1234—ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION

SELECTED

FRESH KILLED NATIVE

LITTLE PIG

CHICKENS
The Pick of

The Flock

PORK to
ROAST

LB.
FRESH KILLED NATIVE

GEESE
Extra Fatted

Quality Birds

LB.

FANCY FRESH CRISP CELERY, lge bch
EVERYTHING you’ll need to serve the delicious dinner that you’ve planned, from Appetizers to Mints! No
question about quality at PERRY’S either . . . every ite m is selected according to our usual rigid standards! That
means morer dependable food, satisfactory dishes . . . and greater economy in the end!

PERRY’S

PERRY’S

MAIN ST.
MARKET

PARK ST.
MARKET

These little things will add much to the effectiveness you can
expect from your holiday staples

DROMEDARY

THE CREAM OF THE HARVEST
SNIDER’S VEGETABLES
SLICED BEETS,
TOMATOES
GREEN or WAX BEANS
FRESH KEPT IN GLASS

NONE SUCH

pkg

10c

FRUIT CAKE MIX pkg

39c

MINCE MEAT,
DROMEDARY

CRANBERRY SAUCE, & CANS

2 25 c

DROMEDARY DATES 2 pkg 25c
SMYRNA FIGS,
2 pkgs 25c
FANCY STI FFED DATES lb 21c
PEANUT BRITTLE.
lb 19c
MARSHMALLOWS,
lb 18c
3 CROW EXTRACTS 2 oz bot 21c

FOR 50 YEARS THE

pkg

BREAD MIX,

RIBBON CANDY,

21c
NoneSuch

BAK’G POWDER, can 22c

NO CHARGE FOR BOTTLES

li

DESSERTS

I

2 pkgs 13C

j

3 CROW SPICES, pkg

NUTS

pkg.

z

LARGE BUDDED WALNUTS, lb 23c
FANCY MIXED NUTS,
lb 21c

Z* Z*

DATE, PLUM, FIG

Z CANS OOC

HEINZ CREAMED SOUPS, 2 pt cans 25c

Squash,
Pumpkin
Green or Wax

Com,

FANCY FRUIT CAKES
25c 40c

26c

50c

* Vztz

2 cans 17c

2 cans

19c

Fruit

'j LB.
PKG.

POULTRY SEASONING
9c
STICKNEY’S STUFFING,
2 pkgs S5c
SODA CRACKERS, 2 lb bax 15c
Conf.-Brown
SUGAR,
2 pkgs 15c
BULK DATES,
3 lbs 25c
STUFFED OLIVES,
jar 10c

1 A_

lge
can

3 cans 25c

Mrs. Grace Loomis is still at our Main Street Market, ready to assist
you with your holiday needs

Baker’s Cooking Chocolate, 2

2 lbs 29c

HARD CANDIES,

ASST CHOCOLATES, 5 lbs 99c

Beans,

Heinz Pure Tomato Juice,

5c

Old Fashioned
ICE CREAM DROPS, 2 lbs 29c

PECANS, CASTANAS, ALMONDS, FRESH PEANUTS,
W ALNUT MEATS, ROASTED PEANUTS

HEINZ PUDDINGS,

Knox Jell
Jello
Kremel
Royal Gelatine

09c

lb can 21c

CRISCO,

4^ 25c

MinceMeat i

Ir

RAISINS,

CUCUMBER PICKLES, lge 20c
DILL PICKLES,
qt jar 15c
MARMALADE,
7 oz jar 10c

2 lb box 29c

GINGERALE,

CALUMET

SEEDLESS

Hcnz Fresh

QUALITY MINCE MEAT

PALE DRY OR GOLDEN

GINGER

SWEET MIXED PICKLES
jar 27c

For Better Pies

Grandmother’s
MINCEMEAT
2 lbs 25c

Cocktail, 2 tall cans <

SWIFT'S BROOKFIELD

COFFEE
lb 24c
SLICED ORANGE
LEMON
CITRON

PEEL, 3 pkgs 21c
PERRY’S SOFT CRUST

BREAD
Large 20 Oz. Loaf

Let us settle your plumbing and heating problems.
Modern heating is effortless, efficient and inexpen
sive. Beat old winter this year. We are equipped
to install every type of heating equipment. Our
plumbing department is at your service.

9c

OYSTERS
For Y'our Dressing

27c pint

For Free Estimate ask for

SWANS DOWN

“RED” NEWHALL
Heating Engineer and Master Plumber
Telephone 730

CAKE FLOUR
23c

M'lOON SALES & SERVICE
Opposite Post Office
21 LIMEROCK ST.

ROCKLAND

TEL. 730
135-140

With 4 oz Calumet Baking
Powder and Cook Book

AMPLE
FREE PARKING
PARK STREET
MARKET

You ran get all kinds of Fresh Vegetables and
Fruits, so include many of them when you are
planning your Thanksgiving Menu.

BUTTER
38c lb

FANCY DELICIOUS APPLES,

6 for 19c

MORTON HOUSE

NATIVE GREEN MT. POTATOES,

peck 31c

DATE PUDDINGS
10c can

FANCY ONIONS,

5 lbs 9c; 10 lb bag 19c

ICEBERG LETTUCE,

SELECTED CRANBERRIES,
ORANGES FOR JUICE,

2 heads 13c
2 quarts 37c

dozen 23c

TOMATOES,
CUCUMBERS, TANGERINES
SWEET POTATOES, PEARS, PERSIMMONS
MEL-O-RIPE BANANAS,

5 lbs 25c

FRESH FROZEN-

RASPBERRIES OR STRAWBERRIES, lb car. 23c
SWEET CIDER
TOKAY GRAPES
PINK MEAT GRAPEFRUIT
CHESTNUTS

CHEESE

PHILA. CREAM CHEESE ......... ,2 pkgs 19c
MEDIUM MILD CHEESE
lb 29c
MILD CHEESE ...................................... lb 25c
SAGE CHEESE ....................................... lb 29c
KRAFT AMERICAN CHEESE
lb 29c

PERRV’S MARKETS

LARGE FANCY TABLE

EGGS
doz 39c
SQUASH, whole
TURNIP
CABBAGE IL
CARROTS ID'

/I
lift
Zl
L

V

Strained Honey 8 oz 12c
SWIFT’S SILVER LEAF

LARD
2 lbs 27c
PHONE 1234
FOR
PARK ST. DELIVERY
SERVICE
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Every-Other-Day
Members of King Hiram's Council,
RS.M., are asked to remember the
annual assembly which will be held
.re Dec. 4 Election of offlcers takes place
Supper will be served at 6.30, pre
ceding
:eding the Elks meeting Monday at that time. Claremont Commandery,
night.
K. T„ elects officers Dec. 7.

TALK OF THE TOWN

The Townsend Club will hold a
Holiday hours will be observed at
supper Tuesday night from 5 30 to 7. the Postoffice Thanksgiving Day.
Beano will follow.
The lobby will be open all day but
the general delivery window will be
The Rockland Postoffice has been closed and there will be no delivery
allotted $64025 to cover expense of by the R.F.D. or city carriers.
delivering Christmas mail.
Pew persons in Rockland read the
Ruth Mayhew Tent is sponsoring a news or the Spanish war with such
benefit beano party next Monday keen interest as do Mr. and Mrs. E. L.
evening at GAB hall at 7:30. The Brown. They spent several days in
Madrid, scene of the present slaugh
public is Invited.
ter, and are familiar with many of
Ernest Johnson, Edwin Smith, Da the localities named.
vid Curtis and Ralph Rawley went
Attractions at StAnd Theatre next
yesterday to Waterville to attend the
week: Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, "Re
Boys’ Conference.
union," with the Dionne Quintuplets
It may be that prosperity has re grown up; Wednesday and Thursday,
turned, but it is not reflected in the "Nagnificent Brute," with Victor
increasingly long line which forms in McLaglen and Binnie Barnes; Priday
front of the overseer of the poor's and Saturday, “Give Me Your Heart"
with Kay Francis and George Brent.
office.

THE NEW
HOTEL ROCKLAND

Churches

“THE FINAL WORLD
DICTATOR”
Subject of the Sermon at the

M. F. Donohue, Prop.
Will serve one of its famous

SERMONETTE

THANKSGIVING
DINNERS

Thanksgiving

Senter Crane Cxmpan

FIRST
BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday Evening, Nov. 22

This is the month that, every
At 7.15
year, finds our crops harvested
From 12.03 to 2.30 P. M.
J. Charles MacDonald, Speaker
and in our Northern States every
Make your reservations early
Special music by the Choir under
thing made ready for the long
direction of Charles Wilson
$1.00 per plate
cold winter.
Our migrating
140*lt
140-141
neighbors hasten to the South
Many Rockland citizens heard
land. yet millions remain to battle, I sonally by Prof Bradshaw in India
with sorrow recently of the death of enjoy or endure the mighty winds, j two years ago. Sunday School is at
9.30 a. m. and Comrades of the Way
William H. (Uncle Bill) Stark, who the arctic snow and Ice until
Wai-TV
will meet at 6.30 p. m. for an infor-;
has spent several summers here, and
”
W<UM UUl
spring comes.
mal meeting.
who was an unfailing attendant of
Winter is hard for the poor, the
••••
the Rockland Rotary Club meetings. sick and all those exposed to the
"Essential Elements of Thanksgiv- j
[ His sickness was of brief duration. elements. Let us give thanks that
The deceased, termed by the local we are not called to suffer as did ing" will be the sermon topic by Rev.
Charles A. Marstaller at the Little- I
, paper “the most beloved citizen of
our early settlers. We have a
Orange, Texas, was 85 years of age more abundant life than they had. field Memorial Church Sunday
and president of a large lumber conMillions have just exercised our morning at 10 30. There will be spe
' cern. The papers state that thous right of franchise. Many are bit cial music and a children's story.
ands attended the funeral.
terly disappointed and greater Church School meets at 11.45; Junior
numbers rejoice. Let us remem C. E. at 5.15 p. m. and senior C. E. j
BORN
ber we, the people, made our at 6.15. Praise service is at 7.15 with '
See them at football games or DAGGETT- At Rockland. Nov.— to Mr.
sermon on "Prayer in the Light of'
choice It is the very backbone
and Mrs Malcolm Daggett, a son.
walking to work along Main Street
William Frederick Daggett, weight 10
of democracy to abide by the will Science. Scripture and Experience.”
pounds.
and you 11 see worryless men wear
of the majority. We do lt as a There will be special music. Prayer
Winsiow-Holbrook Post, A.L. holds Surviving relatives of the late
Herbert
Spear,
omitted
in
the
recently
free people, no one was coerced, meeting Tuesday evening at 7.30.
ing their bright, gay Gregory over
DIED
its annual food show Dec. 13. Names
published obituary are Mrs. Lena
nor made afraid; we just voted. The Ladies' Aid meets Wednesday
MADDOCKS—At Appleton.
Nov. 19.
should be left with Miss Benner at
coats.
Harry Chase.
Benjamin Theodore, son of Elden
Hamlin of Bath, a daughter; Arthur
Other countries have Kings and evening with Mrs.
the Chamber of Commerce, and the
Maddocks. aged 13 years. 4 months. 14
• • • •
| Spear of Waldoboro, a son; Charles
days.
Private
funeral
services
Sun

dictators
forced
upon
them.
Should
And here's the secret .. . the coats
deadline is Dec. 9.
"We Thank Thee Lord,” will be
day at 2 o'clock from xesldence.
j Spear of Rockland, a brother; and
we not be thankful this fall that the subject of the Thanksgiving Sun
RICHARDS At Rockport. Nov. 19. Doro
are
warm
.
..
the
patterns
are
vivid
thy Louise, infant daughter of Mr
we (ha\:<y advanced away from
Death from natural causes was Dr. Mrs. Edgar Butler of The Meadow
day sermon at the First Baptist J
and Mrs Clifford Richards. Interment
. . . the style is perfect ... yet the
road, a sister; and seven grandchil
that system.
ln
Mountain
cemetery.
Camden.
H. J. Weisman's report after view
Church
tomorrow morning—the choir j
price wasn't one dollar more than
UFFORD—At Union. Nov.
20. Mrs.
Americans have so many bless
ing the body of a three months' old dren.
under the direction of Charles Wil
Edward S. Ufford. aged 80 years. 7
they'd planned on paying.
ings we seem at times unmindful
child found dead in the arms of her
months. 4 days. Funeral services ln
son will sing the Thanksgiving mes
All eyes are on New' Haven this aft
the Methodist Church. Union, Mon
of them.
We have our free
mother, Mrs. Walter Withee.
sage. The church school with classes
day at 2 o’clock.
ernoon to see if Harvard will main
In this stock you can look as you
schools and our right to worship
BARNES -At Chelsea. Mass . Nov. 20.
for all ages will meet at noon. A
tain its recently improved form and
Frank Barnes cf Camden., aged 47
God unmolested, not subject to
wish to look in public without feel
Perlev A. Brackett, manager of the hold off the Yale bulldog. And will
special Thanksgiving service will be
years, 28 days.
Western Union Telegraph Co. office Northwestern retain its clean slate
WOOD—At Rockland. Nov 19. Ernest L | surveillance or dictation. Let us
ing guilty when you get yoifrself
given by the Endeavorers at 6 o’clock.
Wood, aged 71 \»a:- 11 monthbe thankful for our liberty of con
in Peabody, Mass , for the past six after meeting Notre Dame? These
The people's evening service will
days Funeral today at 2 o’clock from
alone.
science, and pay more attention
Burp«‘«p
parlon
and a half years, has been trans are all matters which will find mil
open at 7.15 with the prelude and
KNIGHT At Rockland. Nov. 19. Lucy
to it. As we gather around our
ferred to manage the office in Con lions of pairs of ears bent attentively
big sing assisted by the organ, piano
Jane, widow of Ephraim Knight, aged
Gregory
Greatcoats
firesides, if we know any who are
cord. N. H.
90 years. 7 months. 19 days. Funeral
and
choir. Mr. MacDonald's subject
to the radio.
Sunday at 2 o’clock from Burpee’s
cold, illy clad or hungry we know
$25.00, $45.00
Funeral parlors. Burial in Belfast.
will be: “The Final World Dictator."
OT——1 —<■« W
what to do—Jesus said these we
Mrs. E. E. Ufford, formerly of this
The Thanksgiving prayer meeting
THANKSGIVING ISSUE
have with us always, that whenso
CARD OF THANKS
city, died yesterday afternoon at
will be held on Tuesday at 7.15. The
We
wish
to
extend
our
sincere
thanks
Ski Jackets
ever we will, we can do them good.
her home in Union, aged 80 years
to those who sent flowers and gave the
annual union Thanksgiving service
Because next Thursday is
use of their cars, and to the many
William A. Holman
Funeral services will be held in the
will be held in this church on Thurs
neighbors and friends who so willingly
Thanksgiving Day, and a uni
Methodist Church in that town
helped during the Illness and death of
Ski Pants
day morning from 10 to 11 p. m.
our loved one.
Monday at 2 p. m. Obituary deferred.
versal holiday The Courier-Ga
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Spear and family,
At the Universalist Church Sun Rev. Charles Marstellar will be the
Mrs Fred Hamlin and family. Mrs
zette will go to press Wednes
Underwear
Edgar Butler and family. Mr and Mrs. day morning, 10.45 Dr. Lowe will speaker.
A new tank truck owned by Mc
Charles A. Spear, Thomas W Spear.
preach on the subject “The Grip of
day afternoon. Will advertis- ’
Loon Bales & Service, and driven
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE CHURCH
the Past." Church School will meet
ers and contributors please bear ?
by Prank Prescott, became the center
♦♦ ♦♦
CARD OF THANKS
"Soul and Body" is the subject of
at
9.30
in
the
vestry
and
Alpha
this in mind and have their of attention on Park street yesterday
I wish to express my sincere thanks
the
Lesson-Sermon which will be
Omega
young
people's
society
at
and appreciation to my friends for the
matter ready as early as pos- !
afternoon when it backfired and
many kindnesses together with cards 7.00 p. m.
read in all churches of Christ,
and beautiful flowers received durlne
sible.
I
burst into a blaze. The fire depart
• • • •
Scientist, on Sunday, November 22.
my Illness at the Palmer Memorial
ment got the upper hands of things ,_______ __________________ I
Hospital.
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal)
The Golden Text is: ‘The light of
•
William Y. Fossett
before much damage had been done
Dr Rupert L. Stratton and Philip
Rev. E.O. Kenyon,rector, the services the body is the eye: if therefore thine
416 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND, ME.
Smith leave next Monday for Mon
for tomorrow will be appropriate for eve be single, thy whole body
RESOLUTIONS IN RESPECT
They turned the town of Fair treal where they will embark on a
To Fernando S Philbrick
the Sunday next before Advent: Ma shall be full of light" (Matthew 6:
By
Penobscot
View
Grange
No
388
haven, Mass., upside down the other steamship bound for Europe, where
Whereas, Penobscot View Grange No 388 tins at 7.15; Holy Communion at 22).
night—all because its High School a number of weeks will be spent in
Earl Bickmore and Luther Bick has met with a great loss ln the death of 7 30; church school at 9.30; Holy
The citations from the Bible In
our beloved brother
football team defeated its ancient sightseeing. An informal itinerary more have been spending the week
Whereas, he has been with us many Eucharist and sermon 10.30 and ves clude the following passages: "O
rival, New Bedford 8 to 7. It was an will be arranged as they proceed but at their camp at Damariscotta Lake, years and has always been a willing and
kindly worker ln all Granges other than pers at 7.30. Wednesday Requiem at bless our God, ye people, and make
especially important victory for one country is already eliminated where they have been hunting and his own always ready to help those ln
need, showing a kindly disposition to 7.30. Thursday, Thanksgiving Day, the voice of his praise to be heard:
Fairhaven, as it ended New Bedford’s from consideration, that being Spain trapping.
all whom he met.
Holy Communion at 7.30. The pub- Which holdeth our soul In life, and
Whereas, he was a Past Master and
five-year supremacy. Fairhaven won which is in the throes of a civil war.
I
lie
is welcome at the services of St. suffcreth not our feet to be moved,'
Past
Lecturer
of
Mount
Pleasant
Grange
A public beano party at the home
five games, lost one and tied one this
No 185. as such he was widely known Peter's.
(Psalms 66: 8, 9).
The recount of the votes cast on of Mrs. E. H. St. Clair, Owl's Head, among the Fraternity and respected by
season giving Coach Sam Sezak the
* • • *
The Lesson-Sermon also includes
all
Especially
did
he
show
the
true
privilege of claiming the Bristol the three liquor questions at the Sep will be held Wednesday night Nov man that he was when being one of the
“A Thanksgiving Question" will be the following selections from the
seventy
Grangers
on
the
Ill-fated
County championship and of having tember election was a very brief for 25 at 7 o'clock, for the benefit of the Steamer Castine when on a trip to the sermon topic of Rev. Charles E. Christian Science Textbook, “Science
Fairhaven lead the Class C teams in mality as far as Rockland was con fair to be conducted by the Aux Vinalhaven In June, by doing many Brooks at the Sunday morning serv and Health with Key to the Scrip
deeds to save the life of others
Massachusetts. The game above re cerned. Question No. 2 was the only iliary to S.U.V. Dec. 2. All neighbors heorlc
Be lt Resolved: That Penobscot View- ice at the Pratt Memorial Methodist tures" toy Mary Baker Eddy: "As
Grange
No. 388 deeply mourns the loss
ferred1 to was attended by 4500 per' one which appeared close, and the and friends will be welcome.
of Its so highly esteemed and loyal Church. The Friendly Men's Bible astronomy reverses the human per
sons. The New Bedford Standard- wets were found to have a widened
ception of the movement of the solar
Lime City 4-H Club met recently brother.
Resolved: That a copy of these Resolu Class will meet at 9.30 a. m. The
Times devoted most of its first page margin when it was found that the
at the home of Miss Mary E. Ulmer, tions be spread on our Records, a copy Baraca Class and the Church School system, so Christian Science resent to the family and a copy sent to
to an account of the game and the Ward 4 clerk had recorded only 146
will convene at noon. The Epworth 1 verses the seeming relation of Soul
time being deoted to the making of The Courier-Gazette for publication.
bonfire with which it was celebrated. yes votes, whereas the actual num
CHARLES E. GREGORY.
League will unite with the regular and body and makes body tributary
sewing kits, many of which have been
GOLDEN H MUNRO.
Our grats to Sam and Ethel.
ber cast was 246. The vote was so completed. The meeting was closed
MINNIE G. MILES.
evening worship service at 7.30 to Mind. Soul, or Spirit, is God, un
Committee.
far apart on the other two questions by having roll call and the club
o'clock and conduct the service; the changeable and eternal; and man
Victims of ardent beano fans, holi that the matter was taken up. The
topic being “Thanksgiving in Song coexists with and reflects Soul, God,
pledge. Another recent meeting of
day gobbler's will be delivered Wed recount took place in the Secretary
for man is God's image" (Page 119:
and Verse."
nesday to 29 homes in Rockland, of State's office, Rockland, being the group was held Monday night at
27-31, 120: 4-6).
• • • •
the
home
of
Miss
Martha
Seavey.
Thcmaston and Camden, this being represented by its city clerk E. R
“Making Thanksgiving Last For
the sequel to fortunate playing at Keene. Rev. F. W. Smith of the
A cooking school which will have
ever” will be the theme of the ser
Thursday night's party at I.O.OF. Christian Civic League was an ob a special interest for men will be
mon by Rev. Corwin H. Olds at the
hall under auspices of St. Bernard’s server.
Sunshine Sociey will meet Monday
held in the Universalist vestry next
Congregational Church in the morn
parish. Head liner in the ticket
Monday night from 7 to 9, and the
ing at 10.30. The mixed quartet i at 1 o'clock in the Central Maine
A week prior to President Roose feature of it will be the biscuit mak
selling race, Miss Ione Lorraine, re
will provide appropriate music. Tlie j rooms for tacking.
ceived a turkey award. Her near velt’s Rockland visit last summer ing demonstration given by Edward
AMBULANCE SERVICE evening service at 7.30 p. m. will be Mrs. Priscilla Smith who has been
est competitor was Thomas Pietroski, mail for him and other members of Gonia, who used to ‘‘go cook” on
devoted to an illustrated lecture by
salesman of the card winning the his party came in care of Joshua N. coastwise vessels and who can make
Frof. Marion J. Bradshaw," entitled working in Camden since August has
grand prize of bird and fixings which Southard, commodore of the Rock about the best pan of biscuits or
"India, Her Peoples and their Prob reurned home.
went to C. F. Joy. Successful beano- land Yacht Club, and was duly de
strawberry shortcake of any male
lems." This lecture will be open to
ists, some doubly so. wfcrte: Miss livered to the proper parties. His
TELu 662
Ladies of the Congregational
resident of Rockland.
Suzanne
the public, and will be illustrated
•
CLAREMONT
ST,
ROCKLAND
Winifred Coughlin, Frank Linekin name and address were requested, but
Miller will give a lighting talk in con
with stereopticon views taken per- Church will meet Tuesday afternoon ,
98tf
of Thomaston, Mrs. Grace Curtis, Mr. Southard assumed that this was
for relief sewing.
nection with the school, which is
Frank DeCoste, Miss Annie Delmo- only one of the necessary formalities,
under the sponsorship of Mrs. Ralph
nico, June Henry of Thomaston, and gave the matter no further
A flagpole atop the tower room of
Fowler of the Central Maine. The
Patrick Sweeney (2), John Knight thought. Thursday he received a
the new Community Building is the
public is invited.
(2), A. V. Sawyer (2), Miss M. steel engraving of the President and
suggestion of Rev E. O Kenyon and
Chisholm,
"Buddy"
Chisholm, lt bore his autograph. The picture
finds considerable support.
The Past Presidents’ Association of
Harold Glover, Mrs. Mary Flanagan measures 11x14 inches, and it is need the Relief Corps met Thursday night
Bob Hudson, chairman of the
(2), Miss Helen Burns. Miss Mar less to add that the Commodore with a fine attendance of members
garet Adams. Mrs. Horne. (2). R. K. prizes the unexpected gift very and guests. A delicious banquet, un
I Dance Committee of the Community
Foley, Dorothy Boynton, Mrs. Helen highly.
Building organization has some ex
der the direction of Mrs. Riah Knight
Elliot of Thomaston, Mrs. John
tremely interesting plans for the
was served at 6 o'clock and at the
Thompson and Miss Katherine Mc
| holiday season with big time orches
A new Brownie nut cooking ma business session these officers were
Donald of Camden.
tras and floor shows on the horizon..
Carefully Dry Cleaned and Pressed
chine has been installed at the elected: President, Bertha Higgins;
Strand Theatre store. Fresh cooked vice president. Mildred Condon; sec
. There will be a card party at Odd
ATTENTION
nuts every day—adv.
*
retary, Doris Ames; treasurer, Riah
Fellows hall Tuesday afternoon spon
Certain malicious rumors have
Knight, A program in charge of
sored by Miriam Rebekah Lodge,
been circulated that I have sold my
Millie Thomas presented the follow
FOR
with Mrs. Lizzie French as hostess.
barber shop. Please be assured, this
ing: Piano solos, Ernest Johnson;
At 7.30 a drill meeting for all offi
is not so. I am still doing business
reading, Clara Curtis; trumpet solo,
cers of the lodge is to be held, in
at my old stand over J. J. New
Eleanor
Harper,
with
Ruth
Harper,
DUCKS
GEESE
preparation for working the degree
berry’s store. I have always appre
accompanist; readings, Beulah Ames; I
CHICKENS
at the next regular meeting.
ciated the patronage of my old cus
piano
solo,
Marguerite
Johnson;
To be Dressed for Retail Trade.
tomers very sincerely. New custom
reading, Millie Thomas.
Velma
Cleaned and Delivered Without
All Other Garments At Equally Low Prices
Chairman Charles H. Berry of the
ers are also invited, and the usual
Extra Charge
Marsh, acting president of the Re- |
Automobile Show Committee plans
Regular Retail Prices
special attention is courteously ex
lief Corps, was made a member of j
rompt elivery
the great show as the opening at
Sold alive at the farm if so desired.
tended. Service with a smile is my
the Past Presidents' Association, j
traction in new Community Building
FREDERICK MONROE
guiding principle.
John Guistin
Many business matters were dis
TEL.
TEL.
to come along about Dec. 15. It wll i
TEL. 647-14,
SO. THOMASTON
—adv. 140-lt
posed
of,
the
meeting
proving
a
unquestionably be Rockland's most!
139-140
170
170
happy reunion for those attending.
spectacular
auto show and will be'
Among the prime Thanksgiving
FREE
FREE
an
ideal
mecca
for the Christmas
Day attractions must be listed the
A Thanksgiving Charity Ball will
Collection
Collection
Ambulance Service
shopping
crowds
with
1000 comfort
fine Thanksgiving dinner at Hotel
be held Wednesday evening in
and
and
able
seats,
entertainments,
music, re
Rockland. Make your reservations
Temple hall. Eddie Whalen's Yankee |
Delivery
Delivery
freshment,
dancing
etc.
It
has been
early.—adv.
•
Ambassadors providing the music. It I
several years since Knox County has
is sponsored by the Kiwanis Under
had a full fledged automobile show
Be patriotic! Also help yourselves
privileged Child Committee and each
and with the many beautiful new
to some bargains in home-craft arti
ticket purchased will feed an under
Morticians
models just coming along it should
cles, by buying the lovely things
privileged child for a week—adv.
easily break all local records.
made by Rockland ladies! Rugs,
1927
Buick
motor
for
sale,
in
good
chair-sets;
holders,
pillow-tops,
TELS. 450 AND 781-1
Burdell's Dress Shop—End of the
17 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL. 170
condition, suitable for boat. Munro's
braided mats; pictures, etc. See our
Month Clearance Sale—25 Women's
window display.
What-Not Gift 3G1-365 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND Service Station, Union St —adv.
119-tf
Dresses priced at $5. $7 and $9, —adv.
140-lt
Shop.—adv.
140-lt

jj

Thankgsiving Sale of

LINENS

wallf« mil

when these O’coats
walk in and that’s

what we want you
to do.

Tuscany Lace

Lace Table Cloths

Beautiful Hand Made Laces

From Scranton Lace Co.

6x18,
12x18,
18x36,
18x45,
18x54,
Napkins to match,
54x72,
doz 6.50
72x72,
12x18,
.39
16x63,
1.50 Arm Rests,
Chair Backs,
18x36 j

.1
.1
.9
.5
.&
1.7
3.9

54x54 Cloth,
$3.98
72x72 Cloth,
6.50
72x90 Cloth,
3.98, 5.00, 7.50

18x45
18x54

1

Set of 3

2.98

Madeira Linens
36x36 & 4 Napkins
36x36 Cloth.
Napkins, 6 for
17x34 Runner,
1 7x43 Runner,
Pillow Cases, pair

$2.98
1.69
1.00
1-25
1.50
2.50

I

.1
.2

Linen Damask
66x84 Cloths.
66x102 Cloths,
66x102 Cloths,
66x66 with 6 napkins 6.50
66x84 with 8 napkins,
8.50, 9 50
66x101 with 12 nap
kins,
10.50, 12.00

Hot Plate Sets
.35, .39
Assorted Colors,
.10, .12y2, .15
Hot Plate Separate Pieces,
.59, .79, 1.00, 1.50, 1.98
Turkish Towel Sets,
x
.69
Wash Cloth Sets, 6 for

SENTER CRANE COMPANY,

GREGORYS

For Your
Thanks
giving
CAM
Dessert

I

A DELICIOUS TREAT FOR THANKSGIVING
When it’s time for dessert, serve a luscious ice

cream roll of delicious Fro-joy Cherry Nut Glow

Ice Cream covered with crunchy macaroon

crumbs. The whole family will love it and re
member ... it Jwill be just as popular at Bridge

Parties, Luncheons and Dinners. Also Cherry
Nut Glow in the popular 25c Bulk Pint.

Your

nearby ice cream dealer has them.

1
140-141

TALK OF THE TOWN

■
Russell Funeral Home

PELLETIER’S

BEAUTY

SCHOOL OF

CULTURE

LEWISTON. ME.
Is the ideal place lo train for your future. Its graduates all over the
State are making a name for themselves as experts in the art of
hairdressing and are in demand everywhere. Join our new class and
assure yourself of an excellent position. Easy payment terms. Book
let on request. CLASS NOW FORMING FOR DECEMBER 1ST
TERM, and will graduate students in June.
140*&142*

DRY CLEANING SPECIAL

THANKSGIVING WEEK
Sweaters Skirts Blouses
DELUXE WORK

THANKSGIVING

P

FOR THANKSGIVING
Make sure your Holiday Turkey,
Fowl or Roast is properly baked
in one of our new, efficient

ROASTERS
g(jc and up
A Size for every family
A style for every home
TEL. 791
408 MAIN ST.
FREE DELIVERY

CRIE HARDWARE CO.

D

BURPEE’S

PEOPLE'S LAUNDRY

A SPLENDID THANKS
GIVING EXPRESSION

There could be no more oppor
tune time than now to arrange
for an appropriate monument for
one during whose lifetime gave
you many reasons for Thanksgiv
ing. You will find here many de
signs ready for the inscription
which will bring quick realization
to a laudable ambition.

WILLIAM LDORNANX50N
INC.
CEMETERY
MEMORIALS

EAST UNION

and

THOMASTON

£very-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, November 21, 1936

Page Four

Legal Notices

WARREN

j AT PARK THEATRE MONDAY-TUESDAY

STRAND SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY I

In Everybody’s Column
Advertisements ln this column nov to

; LOST AND FOUND •

STATE OF MAINE
The Congregational and Baptist
txceed three lines Inserted once for 25
County of Knox. sa.
o
,
I cents, three times for 50 cents. Addlchoirs will unite Sunday in a half
Superlor Court | tional lines five cents each for one time
HOUND dog lost Tuesday ln WlnRlows
To the Honorable Justice of said Court jq cents for three times. Six wordif
hour of music at a union evening
£Ills, black and tan female. 6 C. PERRY
next to be holden at Rockland within , make a line.
collar. Reward. 38 Talbot Ave . Tel.
service at the Baptist Church. The
and for said County on the second l
J.
139-141
Tuesday of February. 1937 organ, newly re-conditioned, will be
Arthur S. Smalley of Rockland In said
SHORT-halred yellow, black and white
County respectfully represents that he
played by Miss Margaret Stahl of
I cat lost tn vicinity ot Owls Read Rewas married to Martha P. Carter of St.
i ward BURDELL STROUT.
138-141
Rockland. Numbers will include the
I Oeorge ln said County, at said St
t
.. .
I, .
George, on the nineteenth day of May.
anthem. “Give Thanks Unto The
1930; that subsequent to said marriage
Lord,” Lorenz; soprano solo. "Thanks
the parties hereto resided at Rockland. HOUSEKEEPER wanted for man alon<
aforesaid, until the ninth
day of ! in small village, no one over 45 need
to God," Wilson, by Mrs. Carrie
September. 1906; that he has ever been apply. J. Liberty. Maine
137*142
j Wyllie; sodo, Roger Teague; soprano
faithful to hts marriage vows and
MIDDLEAGED lady would like posi
obligations
but
that
hls
said
wife,
un

j and contralto duet. "Whispering
as housekeeper or general house
BRUSH for sale. Trucking of all kinds,
mindful of the same, has been guilty of tion
Address J. A. H Friendship. Me . Tel 381-M
____________ 139*141
cruel and abusive treatment toward your work.
i Hope” by Mrs. Doris Overlock, and
Box
44
139*141
libelant and he afso avers that she has
_
j>i
I
BRU8H
and loam for sale Delivered.
Mrs. Avis Norwood; trio from
committed adultery
SECOND-hand h2i
„ railat°^.lJCall 23-W WILLIAM ANDERSON. West
Your libelant further avers that the wanted at once by THURSTON OIL CO. Meadow Road
139-141
"Balschazzar' Mrs. Wyllie. Chester
present whereabouts of hls said wife ls Tel 127. Rockland
140-142 ■ --v ■■-------- ---------- ■, • ■;------- j--------■— ---- -------- 7-—-;—„ ■ ----—-i .THREE small wood lots for sale near
Wyllie. and John Robinson; and
to him unkndwn and cannot be ascer
HEATED room wanted P O. Box SlWMiaaln road. hard. soft, lumber. T J.
tained by the exercise of reasonable
' male quartet number. Chester Wyllie,
City.
________________ HO* mg CARROLL Thomaston. Tel Rockland
diligence
-21.
139-tf
COLLIE or Sheppard puppies wantei
Wherefore he prays the bonds of
Roger Teague, Howard Welch Jr.,
matrimony no* existing between him also small mlxeds breeds, state a*re
A few cross-bred pullets for sale,
and John Robinson. Miss Stahl will
and hls said wife may be dissolved bv sex F. G HOVESTADT. 78 Canal
arted to lay. $125 each. IDA M.
138*140
divorce and that the custody of thelr Boston. Mass.
HORNTON,
Thomaston. Me.
Tel.
play special selections. The offer
minor children. Adelbert. 5 years of age
-12. _______ _______
140*142
A
neat
refined
housekeeper
ls
wanted
ing will be divided between the two
and Maude, aged six months, may be
to assist ln house_ work and_ cara_ for jiV work horse for sale. 8 years old, 1800
awarded to him.
seml-lnvalld. No washing or Ironing lbs., clever and sound Nothing for him
churches. Mrs. Carrie Wyllie and
ARTHUR S SMALLEY
Small family. Around 80 or 60 years of to do JOSEPH C INGRAHAM West
Chester WVllie are in charge. Both
Then personally appeared Arthur S
Meadow Rd . City.
140*142
Smalley and made osfh to theJruth of |
P^tte
pastors will speak briefly at the prethe foregoing by him subscribed
CHICKENS for sale. 25c lb. TeL 802-M
NEAT capable woman wanted to do
Before me.
140-lt
Lawrence Tibbett is very much the center of what appears to be unenvi Thanksgiving service.
housework for the winter Four In )d.
. —
-------- ---------------- —
CHARLES T SMALLEY
family, two children Will have own
MALE, black bulldog, white vest, nice
Notary
Public.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Clarence
Robinson
able attention from Wendie Barrie, Gregory RatofT and Arthur Treacher in
room and help with housework Pay $3 tall, very reasonable. MRS ROSE HUP
(LS)
JOHN QUALEN, as the father of the Dionne Quintuplets m the
139-141
of Penns Grove. N. J, were recent
with excellent board Location Matlnlcue PER, Tenants Harbor. Tel. 4-3
i Dated November 12. 1936
a scene from his latest starring musical “Under Your Spell."—adv.
6
Twentieth Century-Fox picture, “Reunion,” registers triumph ora SLIM
Island Wanted Immediately so please
STATE OF MAINE
CHEVROLET dump truck 1933 for
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
call with application at The Courier- 'sale; new body. $350 Inquire ERNEST
(LSI
SUMMERVILLE, whose chagrin ora the stork’s failure to fill his paOazette office or mall application there MUNRO 34 Union St Tel. 8910 139*141
Robinson.
Knox, ss
CAMDEN
139-141
THE SOUTHERN CRUISE
Clerk's Office. Superior Court,
sonal order for sextuplets finds JEA.' HERSHOLT, the torable Country
HAY 10 to 12 tons good loose hay for
Officers of the Knox County Re
ln Vacation
POSITION wanted, as allround cook sale Grown on new land, good quality.
Rockland. November 12. A D 1936 HORACE PERRY. Cor. Union and F W GORDON. Union.
Arlene Havener again leads in the i Mrs. Rita Young is working in the ligious Education Association met
139-141
Doctor, amusedly sympathetic.
Upon the foregoing LIBEL. Ordered. Willow Sts . Rockland.
87-tf
DRESSED chickens for sale
for
Southern Winter Cruise Contest after' Cole Sandwich Shop on Main street, recently at the home of the president
That the Libellant give notice to said
Thanksgiving H W LITTLE. 360 Broad
Martha T Smalley to appear before our
A special communication of Amity ' Rev. Howard A. Welch, to plan for
having spent the last two countings
away. Tel 532
139-141
Superior Court to be holden at Rockland,
PLEASANT POINT
Lodge. F. & A. M. was held last night a county conference to be held at
The Dionne Quintuplets, so grown-' its own right, “Reunion'’ features within and for the County of Knox on
CHRISTMAS wreaths and Evergreen
in the cellar berth. Edna Gregory is
the second Tuesday of February A D
---------wreaths for sale. 25o and 35c, with
the
lovable
Jean
Hersholt
as
the
for work in the Entered Apprentice , Rockport next month.
1937.
by
publishing
an
attested
copy
of
up now. play the piano, dance, and
A
children's
concert
will
be
present,novelty
ribbon bows. 50c and 75c f l.
settled in second position with Vivian degree.
Country Doctor, while the excep said Libel, and this order thereon, three
j Warren Grange worked the first
.
.
. _
. . .
.
BROWN. Thomaston
140-145
weeks successively in the Courier- Oa ed, __
accomplish a hundred engaging
Wednesday
at
8
oclock
at
the
n|ce p|ne
for
Mullen and Francis Havener Jr. close
tional cast includes Rochelle Hudson, zette a newspaper printed ln Rockland
Mrs. Harry Pendleton was hostess and second degrees on one candidate
school
house
for
the
benefit
of
thc
planed
and
under
cover,
$25
for
lot.
our County of Knox, the last publica
behind her. Plans for the trip are to Friday Club this week.
t Tuesday night. Light lunch was antics in their second picture for Helen Vinson, Slim Summerville, ln
tion to be thirty days at least prior to School Club. If stormy, postpone ERNEST L. STARRETT, Tel. 43-12.
Twentieth Century-Fox. 'Reunion.” I Robert Kent and Dorothy Peterson. said second Tuesday of February next,
140-142
Mrs. Abraham Bry ant entertained j served,
being drawn up with a world famous
that she may there and then ln our said ment will be made to Friday at the
FANCY dressed chickens for sale 30c
An outstanding comedy-drama in ] —adv.
steamship company who operate one the Twilight Twelve Thursday night! Mrs. Carrie Carpenter and Mr and
court appear and show cause. If any she
lb. GUY JOHNSON. Lake ave Tel S66-J.
hav* why the prayer of said Libellant same time, A fine entertainment is
of the giant transatlantic liners in at her home on Belmont avenue.
139*14
Mrs Fred Cookson returned Wedshould not be granted.
in store and with this promise the
BRUSH
for sale, also tr
the Havana trade. Some two conALBERT
BELIVEAU
]
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Foster are nesday
Rochester. N. H.. after turn” Winona Robinson. Esther TolVINALHAVEN
Justice of the superior Court ! youngsters hope for a large attend- WILLIAM DONOHUE, Tel. 196-W
testants are going to have the time moving next week to Framingham.,
gUeSts since Saturday of Mr. man. Freda Moody. Reino HUI;
138-140
A true copy of the Libel and Order of
ance. Candy Will be on sale.
;;_----of their lives this winter and who I Mass., where he has employment,
and Mrs. Charles Hysler.
sophomores—“Ready Made Hero,'
Mrs. Fanny Smith and son Percy the Court thereon
,
J
FOUR good bargains ln Real Estate
Attest: MILTON M GRIFFIN.
Mrs Bertha Orne was a Rockland for sale. Note these four great bargains,
has those good times depends on you' The Baptist Ladies Circle will
The fire department was called Phyllis Perry. Eugene Dalrymple who spent two weeks in town, left toClerk 1 vicifvr -T-hnrvrtav
tlne localities, situated on Beech street.
(LS.)
Visior inursaay
Llmerock street. Park street and Sweetand other people saving votes for hold a food sale at Prince's store Wednesday to a chimney fire at the WUfred Kilpinen, Constance Jenkins day for Kittery.
137-S-143
Mr and Mrs. Lester Delano are re- land street Small amount paid down
Tuesday,
at
10
o
’
clock.
Those
not
home of Edward Ross. North Warren. Alfred Wyllie. Virginia Wyllie. and
Mrs. Malcolm Winslow visited Wedthem.. A list of contest stores may
, .
..
and easy time payments. Babson says:
SUPERIOR COUDT.
ceiving congratulations on the birth | "Buy real estate for investment " w H.
STATE OF CONNECTICUT,
be found in the contest advertise solicited will furnish food.
Damage was slight. The department Carl Perry; freshmen — "Silence nesday in Rockland,
SPEAR,
Rockland. Tel 430
138-143
County Of Hartford,
of a daughter. Lois Edith.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Hugh Montgomery was again called yesterday to a grass Please," Verna Robinson. Marion
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Jones, Mrs.
ment elsewhere in this paper.
the 10 day of November. 1936
homo
1928
Pal
8e for sal' or wlll sell parte,
Edith Orne has returned nome Also trauer
EDNA DRESSER BLANCHARD
Clifford b carroll.
Arlene Havener ....................... 7495 are visitin« stives
Watertown, fire at the rear of the Sidney Vinal Wallace. Ruby Starrett and George Ora Jones and Mrs. Faustina Roberts
vs
Warren. Maine. Tel. 1-12.
138*140
from Bath and Triendship.
Robinson.
went Wednesday to Belfast, having
CHARLES T BLANCHARD
Edna Gregory .......................... 7420 N. Y.
home.
CEMETERY lot for sale, excellent loca
SECOND
ORDER
OF
NOTICE
Miss
Ruth
Curtis
and
Miss
Helen
These plays will be presented in spent the summer in town.
Vivian Mullen ............................ 7385
tion In Achorn cemetery. Apply to MRS.
Word comes from Brookline. Mass,
Upon complaint In said cause brought
The Townsend Club will hold
ETTA ANDERSON, 259 Talbot ave
L. W. Sanborn was in Rockland this to said Court, at Hartford, ln said
Francis Havener ...................... 7382 Fast of Woodbury. N. J., are guests where Mrs. H I. Holt recently under December
137*140
County, on the first Tuesday of Septem supper Tuesday night from 5:30 o
week on business.
Charles Mitchell ...................... 5590 of the former's uncle. James Curtis, went an operation in the Deaconess
ber 1936 and now pending claiming a
MILL property and equipment tor
quick sale House 10 rooms, barn, woodArthur Ott and housekeeper Mrs. divorce, custody of minor children. It not 7. Beano will follow.
Hospital, of her steady gain, and that
Daisy Gray ............................... 3855 Chestnut street.
NORTH HAVEN
appearing to this Court that the defend«hed. 5 acres, city water, hot water heat.
Howard Wilbur has closed his pool- she u aWe w
Nellie
Alexander
are
passing
the
wm1
ant has received notice of the pendency
Leon White Jr............... ............ 3788
VERNON L. PACKARD. City. Tel 987-J.
At 6 p. m. Wednesday the mercury
room on Mechanic street
!j of
complaint
and that
It appearing
to.
137*142
Twenty-four women attended the had dropped to 8 above—the coldes ter in
in W/wlrnnrt
rwcapori.
thlssald
Court
lg absent
the where
Carrie Breen .........
2587
NOTICE
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge meets open house sewing afternoon Wed- Noy lg the
HOUSE banking brush for sale: also
A masked ball will be held Thanks- abouts of the defendant Is unknown to By popular dimand the closing date 'any
ha£ evw exper;.
William Cross .......................... 2586
size trees for lawn. C. E. OROTTON,
Wednesday at 7:30.
135-tf
nesday at the home of Mrs. Eleanor
giving night at Memorial hall sponordered that notice of the lnstltu- of the Nissen Radio Contest is ex 138 Camden St . Te! 1214-M
Vera Ames ................................. 2462
Thomas Shannon has returned! Barrett and Mrs. Nancy Clark, bene enced.
EXCELLENT
fitted,
hard
stove
wood
sqred
by
the
local
Lions
Club.
Every
‘
!°h
and
pendency
of
said
complaint
tended
to
midnight
December
1st.
Ellen Anderson ...........................1772
John Crockett has been drawn to
shall be given the defendant by publlshfor sale, seasoned; $6 75 per cord: defrom a vacation spent in Rockland fit of the rug fund at the CongreLion
will
be
in
costume,
the
proceeds
(
mg this order in The Courier-Gazette a
livered.
$9.
ROBERT
NUTT.
West
RockVivian Poster ............................ 1727
serve as juror in the U. S. District
and resumed his position in Lee gational
whlch was
'bort_____________________________ 133*141
10 go to the club
Club project,
project Prizes
published
in
Rockland.
Clayton McMahon .................... 1088
Maine, once a week, for two successive
Court which convenes Dec 8 in Port
Lenfest's garage on Main street.
SMALL pigs for sale. $2 50 up F A.
weeks, commencing on or before Novem
ciably increased.
The hostesses
totalling
$20
will
be
awarded.
jSIMBALL. 397 Old County Rd.. Tel
land.
ber 17 1936
Mrs. Mae McKinnon has closed her served refreshments.
For a
221-W
____________________________ 132-tf
Frank Grimes returned Thursday
By the Court,
career of BEAU1Y CULTURE
Harry Crockett and Kenneth Gillis
cottage on the Belfast roadj and
* POCOHONTAS soft coai. $8.50; hard
ROBERT J. STACK.
Thermometers
registered
seven
from
Boston,
where
he
attended
the
i
Choose HUB ACADEMY, largest ln
coal. $15; coke. $11. J. B PAULSEN,
Assistant Clerk of said Court
taken a room in the W. C Howe degrees above zero Wednesday morn went Monday on a hunting trip to
New England Faculty of professional
I Tcl_84-2, Thomaston._____________ 123-tf
Vinalhaven reunion.
137-8-140
lecturers. Aggressive employment de
house on Free street for the winter. ing. and the Georges River was iced ward Eastport but enroute learned of
FORDSON tractor for aale. BICKNELL
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
partment to place graduates Fully
Several members of the Lions Club
the accidental death of Mr. Gardner
MANUFACTURING CO____________ 132-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Stratton over.
equipped kit given absolutely free of
attended thc
meotmtr Thursday
nich* Boston,
WHEREAS.
Merton
F of Thurston
of
charge Day and evening classes now
aiicnueu
me
meeting
inursaaj
nign.
in
the
County
Suffolk
and
USED pianos, uprights, for sale, or to
whose guest they were to be. Deore on a hunting trip in Hancock.
forming Write for catalogue.
Misses Lizzie Winslow and 'Winnie ceased leaves a wife and seven chil-1in Bucksport.
, let for the season. Phone us. Rockland
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, by his
The
Philathea
Class
met
at
the
>■980. STONINGTON FURNITURE CO
.
...
..
__
mortgage
deed
dated
October
5th.
1934.
HUB ACADEMY
Winslow will have charge of the. .
Lucy E. Ames Of North Haven and recorded in Knox Registry of Deeds.
________
132-tf
Of Hair and Beauty Culture
Baptist Church last night with ers dlnner Wednesday at the meeting of dren
Mnrrav <?lnnp re ' wh°
five weeks' Vacation With J00* 2«- Pa«eH 78'
t0
u2’
ALL kinds of dry hard, and soft wood.
161 Massachusetts Avenue. Boston
Murray otone redersigned. Fred A Thorndike of Rock- i
Alice Burkett and Mrs. Anne Grin the E. A. Starrett Camp Sons of
Mr' and
I under cover, also lumber T. J CARApproved by State of Maine
tn ramri«n aftpr ^er £randmother. Mrs. Ella E. Ames.. land. In the County of Knox and State
; ROLL. Tel 263-21, Rockland.______ 132-tf
nell as hostesses.
Union Veterans Auxiliary. Members turned Monday
vamuvu juuci
rpturnpd homp anri resumed her of Mftlne a certaIn
or parcel of land |
HOUSE 6 rooms, good cellar, garage,
Coming attractions at the Comi not solicited are asked to furnish ' ^"ding the past season here Mr nas returned nome ana resumed ner 8ltUBted ln Rockport, in said County of
5 mln. walk from Main St . some Im
Stone is boatman for John E. Zim- P0^10" 35 °»>erator at the Norlh £n?‘„£d■8t,te of Mslne' ‘nd bounded
provements. $1600 House 7 rooms, good
que Theater include for Sunday and sweets.
. cellar, lights, good well. 2-car garage. 8
WE BUY
Haven telephone exchange.
beginning on the Westerly line of I
Monday. "Cain and Mabel." featur
Acres, clear field, on good road. 5 miles
Mrs. E. S. Carroll who suffered merman
Rev. Harold Johns of Eastholm and Spruce Street, ln range of the Northerly !
1
from city. $1000. House 7 rooms, good
ing Marion Davies and Clark Gable; severe injuries to her right arm in
Floyd Duncan. Frank Sampson. Mr.
| line of land on the opposite side of j
cellar, garage, barn, city water, llghte
guest
John
Shaftner
recently
dined
[
said street; formerly owned by Henry B
Tuesday. "The Longest Night;" also a recent fall in tRockland is able to Burke and Mr Christensen of New at tho
ean be had. 8 or 10 acres, on tar road,
farm
’ Crane; thence North about 79’ West, at
near village. $800 House 5 rooms with
rlght angle8
5ald street ime. nine (9)
CLARENCE E. DANIELS Get-Rich-Nite, $100 given away; be about the house. Callers Wed-! Jerse>' went Monday to Ashland on at tne Ames iarm.
cellar, lights, center of city. $800;
• • • •
! rods, to a comer; thence South about
JEWELER
another
house 6 rooms with garage,
Wednesday, "Ladies in Love," with nesday were Mrs. Cora Benner and !a hunting trip.
Three Linkers Installed
Jf wes». nine (9) rods to a corner;
370 MALN ST.,
ROCKLAND
lights, water. $600 Wlll sell any of these
thence South about 79’ East, nine (9)
Simone Simon, Janet Gaynor. Con Mrs. Helen Dorr and son of WisMi“ Orace Tabbutt has been guest
1
for
small
payment down, balance as
The annual installation Of officers rods to the Westerly line of said street;
I rent. V. F STUDLEY. Tel. 1154 or 330
stance Bennett and Loretta Young. casset
zi is thence by said street North about 11’ I
this week of her brother James of
of Island Home Encampment, tI.O.O.F.
, East nlne (9l rods
the place o[ be.
Many more not listed.
129-tf
A live turkey will be awarded.
Guests at the Baptist parsonage Tabbutt.
was held Tuesday at Odd Fellows j ginning. Containing one-half acre
. ..
i Also another certain lot or parcel of
Hamilton Hall. Robert W. Jamie overnight Tuesday were Mr and Mrs
Thanksgiving Sunday will be ob- j,.hall. Supper was served in
the armory > land adjoining said property and
son and Andy Hutchins are on a Charles Coffin of Brewer.
I, 5erved tomorrow, also rally day ln followed by a meeting during which
“ Lo"°^' ?°
hunting trip in the Great Lake Mrs. Ralph Crockett, and brother. ■ church and Sunday school Worship officers appeared and |n£talled the anB“™° °wnltsa‘d
Stream vicinity.
Harvel Ring, motored Monday to , with special sermcn by the pastor at varQUS offlcers Orand offlcers were SSe; ^.nreXrth W?’U«t%Ts.Yd
Capt. and Mrs. Sidney B. Norton Gray where they spent the day with >
singing by the choir under the ddq.C.F. Walter J. Clifford of Bel- Lane's land, about nine (9) rods to iron
PARK street restaurant to let com
have returned from New York where Mr and Mrs. William Ring.
at land formerly owned by Fred
pletely furnished, very low price V F.
leadership cf Barbara Stone; Sunday fast and D DOJ w
of bolt
E Richards; thence South about 243 i
,
STUDLEY,
Tel. 1154 or 330________ 138-tf
their wedding took place early this The young people of the Baptist ‘ school at 10; evening service at 7.30.
Rockland, assisted by W. M Leadbet.Jour, and
£
SIX-room apartment to let. 1 minute
month and are at their home, 117 church enjoyed a social recently at
The recent Grange fair in Union ter as DG.HP. W J. Billings as stake and stones; thence South 78’ East
i from bus. Modern conveniences. Rent
reasonable. L. W. THORNDIKE. ThomBay View street.
hall was a pronounced success. At nrs
<5 W
A J.
I Jonnson
lohnsnn ax
(D O
by sald
land street;
nine (9)thence
rods. ,
the vestry.
D.G.b
W ■. A.
aslL».
V Secoec i more
or PhUbrook'a
less t0 spruce
Aston____________________ _______ 138-140
Freeman-Herrick Auxiliary meets 1
■ • • •
tractively decorated booths represent retary. and C. C. Webster as D. G. North about 24’ East by said Spruce
FURNISHED or unfurnished apart-everej
at Legion hall Dec. 7, with supper at
High School Notes
__
street, four (4) rods ten (10) links to
■ment to let. 4 rooms and bath. V. F.
ed the Grange, and stores of W. S. Treasurer. The
newly installed Chief said Lane's land to an iron bolt, at the
Tel. 1154 or 330
138-tf
®:30j Education Week was an Interest- Hopkins and C E Waterman Co. Inc.
t pm STUDLEY.
patriarch is C Meservey F Ames;
bulldlngSi on thp
MODERN up stairs five room apartMisses Emma Alden and Anne mg one in the schools, and each The latter distributed hundreds of
meht to let. bath garage hot water heat.
high priest. Seth A. Ames; senior I above described premises.
---------------, 195 Broadway Adults only. Tel Thom
Alden have closed their home on received its full quota of visitors, the j samples of products carried in stock.
•
Together with all furniture, fumlshaston 115. MRS. VIOLA M HATCH
uarden. Herbert V. Calderwood, | lngs and futures now contained in the
Harbor hill and are in Boston where program arranged so that parents The 4-H boys and girls, in com- scribe. Charles L. Bowman; treasurer, i dwelling houses on the above described .
_________________________________ 140*142
premises.
FURNISHED tenement to let at 30
thev will spend the winter.
.could view both morning and after- mendable enterprise, also had a booth
Melville E Smith; junior warden, See deed of Bernice O Lovejoy to
Granite st. Six rooms, bath, furnace.
NISSEN BAKING CO.
Will Bowden of Augusta was ln 'noon lessons the first and second 1 and sold articles for thc benefit of
Bernice
B
Thurston,
dated
March
29th.
i
,
lights,
hot and cold water. MRS W B
James L. Calderwood.
1934, and recorded in Knox County
' MITCHELL. 30 Granite St . City 138*140
town for a few days this week.
I visiting days. The High School eve- thelr clubs. Lloyd Crockett, master
First watch, George R. Gray; sec Reg. of Deeds. Book 237. Page 225
FOUR-room tenement at 38 Mechanic
The body of R. H. Hlpson who died ning session had excellent attend- of the Orange, was in charge, assisted
See deed of Bernice B Thurston to I
atreet to let. lights, llush. MRS. W. S
Friday in Randolph. Mass., will be ance. Two classes by Miss Goodwin. by other officers. The supper com ond watch, Maurice W. Leadbetter; Merton F Thurston, acknowledged May
KENNISTON.
176 Main St. Tel. 874-W
25th. 1934. and recorded ln Knox County
__________________________________ 132-tf
taken to Lincolnville and following a English Literature and sophomore mittee included Mrs. Julia Beverage, third watch, Andrew M. Cassie, Reg of Deeds. Book 239. Page 247.
fourth watch. Charles C. Webster;
FURNISHED apartment, two rooms
And whereas the condition of said
commital service Monday, burial will j French, were viewed; and by princi Mrs. Sadie Lobley and Mrs. Florence
and bath, with heat and lights to let.
has been broken.
inside sentinel, Herbert F. Cassie, mortgage
! $5 week. Foss House, 77 Park St. Tel.
Now.
therefore,
by
reason
of
the
be in the Youngtown cemetery. The pal Horace Maxey, chemistry, and Brown.
The entertainment was outside sentinel. Thomas J. Baum; breach of the condition thereof. I claim
i 330 Unfurnished rent, six rooms and
deceased leaves his wife who was , world History.
I bath, water free. $15 month, one-half
supervised by Myrtle Greenlaw and ! first guard of tent. Andrew L. John- a foreclosure of said mortgage
I double house, range connected for hot
Stella Young of Lincolnville and well!
connection with the latter,
Dated at Rockland, Maine. November
Alice Woodman; while the supper, SQn; seCQnd guard of tent j
water. V. F. STUDLEY.___________ 135-tf
10th, 1936.
known in this town where she had I mimeographed copies of a four page Saturday came under the charge of pears
FRED A THORNDIKE
WESTERN side, unfurnlsihed apart
137-S-143
many friends.
| newspaper, "The Athenian News
ment to let. 14 Summer street. Ollburner,
Mrs. Kenneth Mills. Those taking
MADE IN PORTLAND, ME.
bath, garage MISS ANNIE FRYE. 134-tf
Several
Patriarchs
were
present
and
COMMISSIONERS
’
NOTICE
Frank Stuber met with an acci- Record," were given away. Although part in the entertainment Thursday
TEN-room house on Warren street to
plans were formed to make the com Knox, ss
dent last Friday afternoon while Mr. Maxey disclaimed any part with
November 4 A D. 1936
let. all modern Improvements; rent
night were Mrs. Nettie Mills. Ann ing year successful. A 6 o'clock sup
We.
the
undersigned,
having
been
duly
reasonable.
ROBERT COLLINS, Tel. 77.
scuffling with a man working on the assembly of the news he did aid
132-tf
Mills, Lloyd Crockett, Freda Mills, per will be served In the near future. appointed by the Honorable Melzer T
the
cement
sidewalk
in
front
of
the
Crawford.
Judge
of
Probate
within
and
in printing and assembling the 100 Priscilla Mills. Franz Mills, Grace
in contest stores
FURNISHED apartment. 3 rooms. 2nd
for
said
County,
Commissioners
to
re

store of Carleton, French & Co. In copies.
floor. Bath, lights, oil heat, garage If
ceive and decide upon the claims of the
desired Fine condition. Suitable for
One vote with every 25c falling, his leg was broken. Dr. The staff from the sophomore class Mills, Grace Beverage, Junior Bev
creditors of Abram W Nye late of Rock
SUNSET
cm.pie C. A EMERY. Tel 436-M. 120-tf
erage. Alice Nutt. Alice Woodman,
land ln said County, deceased, whose
James Cardwell was called and he included: Editor in Chief. Sisko
Mr. and Mrs Willis Snowden went estate has been represented Insolvent,
NEWLY decorated apt. to let. tour
•
Hazel Marden. Ruth Stone. Lawrence
rooms, and bath. 12 Knox St.. Tel. 156-W.
Sunday for a short stay in Portland. hereby give public notice, agreeably to
was taken in the Fire Department Lehto, assistant, Gertrude Lampinen;
_________________________________ 132-tf
the order of the said Judge of Probate,
Grant. Donald Stone. William Hop
First Aid Truck to Community managing editor. Annette Haskell;
Mrs. Thomas Cole is visiting rela that six months from and after October
Trade At Contest Stores
APARTMENT tc let at corner of
kins, Myrtle Greenlaw. Kenneth
20.
1936
have
been
allowed
to
said
credi

Union
and Grove Sts. Very reasonable.
Hospital for treatment.
assistant, Virginia Starrett; advertis Mills, Victor Beverage. Hugh Par;-ons tives in Portland.
tors to present and prove their claims,
MRS LEOLA ROSE. 100 Union St. 132-tf
PERRY'S MAIN ST. MARKET
and
that
we
wlll
attend
to
the
duty
as

Mrs.
Ruth
Perez
spent
a
few
days
•• • •
j
ing, Catherine Thompson, assistants, and Elizabeth Bunker. Tlie receipts
FOUR-room apartment to let. all
signed us as such Commissioners on
■modern. Apply at CAMDEN Ac ROCK
PERRY S PARK ST. MARKET
Frank Banws
Vernal Wallace and Eugene Dalry- Thursday were $136 and Saturday recently with her mother. Mrs. Leslie Monday. November 23. 1936 and Tues
LAND
WATER CO.. Tel. 634.
132-tf
day. April 20, 1937 at the Probate Court
GREGORY’S
Frank Barnes of Lynn. Mass., died mple; city editor. Charles Stimpson, $1Q6 A dance was held Saturday and Ott in Stonington.
Room. Knox County Court House. Union
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Watts and Street. Rockland. Maine at two of the
Friday in Chelsea Memorial Hospital assistant Ernest Erkkila and Otto on both days the hall was well filled
JOHNSTON'S DRUG STORE
in the afternoon of each of said
family have moved to Deer Isle for clock
Bowden; world affairs, Helmi Lampi with patrons.
days.
where
he
had
been
suffering
from
CRIE HARDWARE STORE
GILBERT HARMON.
the winter.
bums received Nov. 2. Deceased was nen. assistants, Carl Perry, and Al
ALFRED M STROUT.
SENTER CRANE CO.
Mrs. May T. Reed is in New York.
Commissioners.
chief engineer on the barge Mary L. fred Wyllie: politics. Ruby Starrett.
134-8-140
WASHINGTON
Mr. and Mrs. George GNeil of New
McLAIN SHOE STORE
RELIABLE Spiritual Reading. Ask
Connelley which was unloading assistant, Bertha McIntyre; sports.
questions. 25c and stamp. O A A.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H.
B.
Cunningham
York were callers Sunday and Mon
CRIE'S GIFT SHOP
gasoline at Chelsea and on the date George Robinson, assitants, Dorothy
JONES Bluehlll Falls. Thousands satlsCLARK ISLAND
visited Bunday at the home of the day on friends here.
i (led clients.______________________ 09*141
mentioned an explosion occurred and Simmons, Lloyd Wellington and
11. II. CRIE CO.
Thanksgiving pageants will be pre
latter's
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
W.
HAVE your pigs dressed at PETE
he suffered severe bums. He was Russell Smith; society. Margaret
sented Sunday at 730 by the Sunday
EDWARDS. 271 Limerock St.. Tel. 806-J.
SEA VIEW GARAGE
Light in East Washington.
WINTER SCHEDULE
p
________________________________
140-145
rushed to the hospital and his name Nutter, assistant, Virginia Wyllie;
school classes.
AND UP
1936—1937
Mrs. Ida Hatch and Mr. and Mrs.
M. B & C. O. PERRY
( BOARD and rooms. A comfortable
was never removed from the danger Theatrical, Marion Wallace; assis
EFFECTIVE
NOVEMBER
14
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Walter
Berglund
are
COAL AND WOOD YARD
Your Old Range Taken m
home for the winter THE LITTLE
L. H. Stevens were guests last Satur
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
list. Mr. Barnes was bom in this tant, Verna Robinson; art, Constance
1 GUEST HOUSE. 16 Gleason St Thomas
Exchange
visiting relatives in New York city.
SERVICE TO
OCEAN VIEW BALLROOM
ton, Tel. 186-11.
.140*145
Jenkins; fashion. Phyllis Perry, assis day of Mrs. Lottie Prescott and Mrs.
town 47 years ago.
VINALHAVEN, NO. HAVEN, STONING
Svan Larson. Walfred Magnuson
Atlantic Ranges are available in
Oliver Light.
LADIES-Rellable hair goods at Rock
TON, ISLE AU HAUT, SWAN’S
He leaves besides his wife, a sister, tant, Mildred Fuller.
Black
and
All
Enamel
Finishes
land Hair 8tore, 24 Elm St. Mall ordera
and Henning Johnson have employ
Mr. and Mrs. George Piper and
ISLAND AND FRENCHBORO
• • • •
solicited. H. C. RHODK8 Tel. 519-J.
Miss Mamie Barnes of Lynn, Mass,,
Read Up ment In Fitchburg, Mass.
EASY TERMS AS DESIRED
132-tf
family have moved to the house of Read Down
Plans
are
being
made
for
the
an

his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
A. M
P. M.
Mr. and Mrs. Erland Swanson are
THIS is to notify all that from this
nual inter-class contest of plays, and Mrs. Nellie Lincoln in the village.
5.30 Lv SWAN’S ISLAND ............ Ar 6.00
Barnes; and grandmother, Mrs.
date I will pay only those bills con
30 Lv STONINGTON .................. Lv 4.40 in Bedington on a hunting trip.
Clifford ILetgher, Mr. andi Mrs. 67.30
tracted by myself. JAMES SPRAGUE,
Lv North Haven ..................... Lv 3.30
George Barnes, of Camden, the latter general chairman is Miss Helen
Rockland. Nov. 19. .1936
140*142
Mr. and Mrs. Henning Johnson are
Thompson, senior. The casts are; John Stover. Robert Linscott. Mrs. 8.15 Lv VINALHAVEN ................. Lv 2.45
being 91 years old.
Seniors—“While the Toast Burned" Nellie Lincoln, Marguerite Lincoln 9.30 Ar ROCKLAND ..... -.............. Lv 1.30 receiving congratulations on the birtli
Subject to change without notice
of a son.
TEL. 9b0
Jasper ISpear, Janet Wade, Avard and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Overlock
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
Sven Larson has employment in 313-325 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
Robinson, Mary Trone, and Martha attended an auction last Saturday in
Telephone 40?
Roekland, Me.
47-tl
Anderson; juniors—“Cholera Adul- Appleton.
127-tf New York city.

WANTED

FOR SALE

fjylen /e/Its sen

OLD

GOLD

28 AWARDS

TO LET

WCSH -WLBZ
SUNDAY X

4

SOUTHERN WINTER
CRUISE

CONTEST

Atlantic
RANGES

Ask For Your Votes

* MISCELLANEOUS ;

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
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Every-Other-Day

! SOUTHWEST HARBOR

------Rev and Mrs. Roy Moody went
i recently to Hodgdon. Rev. Mr. Moody
| having been appointed pastor of the

I

You and

Methodist Churches at Hodgdon and
Linneus. Before leaving they were
presented with a purse of money
from their many friends as a token
of the high regard in which they arc
held. The best of good wishes go
with them in their new field'of labor.
Mrs. Linda Cook has closed her
house here and is in Medford, Mass,
to spend the winter with her daugh
ter Mrs. George Sewall.
Tlie W.C.T.U. will meet at thc
home of Mrs. Emma Norwood the
first Friday next month.
Rev G. R. Crocker and family ar
rived Friday from Hampden High- '
lands where he has been serving ir.
the Methodist Chuiches there and at{
Nealley’s Corners. He is to be one of'
the pastors of the Larger Parish here
The Methodist Ladies' Aid will I
hold its annual Christmas sale of!
aprons, fancy articles and cooked
food Dec. 3 at the Congregational
parish house.

Your Car
Points of Personal In
terest to Every Motorist
—by—

Frederick C. Russell
a National Motor Authority
(copyrighted)

DIRECT MONTHLY REDUCTION LOANS
THEY ARE POPULAR

WE HAVE MADE 125 THIS YEAR
RESULTS ARE GUARANTEED
We Ioan you $1000.00. You pay us $10.00 per month for 139
months and the loan is cancelled. You have pa:d us back $1000.00,
the amount of the loan, and $390.00 for interest Net cost of loan
$2.81 per month, and the result will be in thc same proportion on
any loan up to $5000.00, which is our limit. Isn't this worth look
ing into?

ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASS’N
18 SCHOOL STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

140Stf

How WIU It Stop?
In driving, two heads are better |
FLORIDA
than one, If one Isn't Just resting on
More and more motorists are com
your shoulder.
ing to the conclusion that the safe
speed limit of thelr cars ls regulated
Cure For Balky Head
If the engine of your car refuses to ln accordance with their stopping
play ball when you are trying to i stolllty. This ability, however, is not
Convenient to all points of interest—Modrrn in every way.
treat It to service, what's wrong with , entirely a matter of brakes. Some
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches,
making it help you do the work? As cars wlth splendid braking systems
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.
an example, consider the treatment' 'ack balance and poise during sharp ;
Photo courtcip Socont/ Pacuum Oil Company
for an engine that reveals reluctance deceleration, becoming difficult to
DEOPLE weren't even sure that i George Selden, inventor of the first | townsman who had founded the
June to
Booklet
to give up its head when you want manage as a consequence. It is a
*
the
horseless carriage was'car ln 1877, had powered his car' Vacuum Oil Company, forerunner
October
on
to do a valve Job. This is apt to hap good idea to try out the car for its
"here to stay" when the flrst auto-j with a gasoline engine and the sue I of the
n, Sorony’Vacul]m oil
Application
pen to some of the aluminium heads behavior when the brakes are applied
Hotel
EAST WASHINGTON
mobile show waa held at the old’cessful refining of petroleum prod i
,,
,
. .
forcibly,
doing
this
first
when
the
'
Maselynn
used these days, and It ls handy to
Madison Square Garden, New Vork,iucts made the gasoline engine a
°-veies , a rt ner o
ar
Stamtora
Mr and Mrs. Charles Overlock were
in 1900. Manufacturers ol that pe-' favorite. ^Selden, unable to make ness ol's- developed the flrst pe
know that the solution is to note the road 1s dry, Later when becoming 1
Corner Second Street
Del. Co.
11. II. Mase
more familiar with the car it would J
business visitors last Saturday in
riod had different ideas as to what i his car run satisfactorily with the s troleum lubricants lor use in an
following simple procedure:
N. 1'.
and First Avenae
Manager
be
well
to
try
its
stopping
perform

should
make
an
automobile
run.
animal
fat
and
petroleum
lubri
internal
combustion
engine,
thereAppleton.
Remove all the nuts from the head
Some were powered by gasoline, cants then in use, presented his I by insuring the success ot thf auance
on
a
wet
road.
Tests
should
be
Moderate Kale*
Allen Ripley is employed chopping
and then start up the engine. The
others by electricity or steam. I problem to Hiram Everest, a fellow | tomobiie.
Dining Room Service Inaurpa^rd
wood for Arthur Overlook of South
head will come loose after the engine made when the car is well loaded as
has run a few seconds
*’eU as when lhe dri’er U alone'11113
------------------ Liberty.
i will provide him with a valuable conturned home from Lynn, Mass.,; Ariaf Linscott and Harland Ripley
HOPE
EAST BOOTHBAY
Risks In Hand Cranking
where she has been convalescing at j are installing a water system in the
| ception of what to expect when, and
At the start of the season for balky ,
must stop suddenly. The be-j Howard Coose and Frank M. PayThe Junior Bridge Club was enter- the home of her sister, Mrs. Frank | house of Mrs. Maude Howard in
motors just a word about hand ’ hayjor of most cars under such con- son were in Portland on business tained by Miss Phyllis McKown at \ Dobson. Mrs. Simmons underwent Razorville.
cranking should be apropos. Insur- (mions is such as to suggest driving recently.
Linekin recently with Mrs. George D. a surgical operation in October at
Arthur E. Johnston, 2d, is spending
ance companies report a surprising more
especially if the roads
Mrs. Ralph Wentworth of Hope Smith holding highest honors.
] the Deaconess Hospital and is mak- two weeks' vacation at 'the home ot
number of injuries from hand crank- j are not level or straight.
and Mrs. Jessie Lawrence of Rock
Mrs. E W. Osgood and son Fred ing splendid recovery. She visited his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. A. E.
ing. regardless of the trend toward|
-------- - --------- _____
land motOred to Boston last weekend
of Popham Beach and Mrs. Joseph her daughter, Mrs. Ruth Randall in Johnston.
Pitfalls In Easy Steering
more reliable starting equipment and
end.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Sukeforth,
Oliver of Bath were recent visitors South Portland, enroute home,
the fact that fewer motorists bother | The ease with which modem cars
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Robert { Mrs. Minnie Tolman is guest of daughters Anna and Eleanor and Miss
Thomas
HaU
of
Searsmont
called
to hand crank. This lack of experi-! can be steered is a pitfall for the un- |
Barlow.
I her sister, Mrs. Alice Simmons.
RATES:
Madeline Sukeforth were in Liberty
ence. however, becomes a hazard in wary. If you can get out of a park- , Sunday on friends at the Comer,
Nelson
Morse
of
Biddeford
is
visitj
last
Saturday.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
C.
A.
Dunton
are
in
___
_______
to Your hotel in BOSTON
Mrs, Francis Luke and daughter)
itself. Hand cranking 1s an art. The *n8 space with no thought for the
0oubl»H»-4»-4t»
Robert Linscott was in Appleton
be
I
usual
effort
involved,
remember
that
Massachusetts
called
by
the
death
of
Barbara
are
visiting
her
parents
Mr.
j
ing
hls
aunt
'
Mrs
Lucy
Wal1,
and
engine shaft never should
All ROOMJ WITH |ATN
last Saturday for a brief business trip.
"rocked" Pull up on the hand crank {you can go off the road Just as easi- Mrs. Dunton's mother, Mrs. Charles and Mrs E w Osgood at Popham Everett Elwell.
500 Rooms
Spatal «*<kly '«(«•
Mr. and Mrs. Odell Bowes visited
Samuel Batty, Fred Batty and
and aim to give the engine a quick i ly The mad race for speed records Robinson.
Beach
Sunday
with
Mr.
Bowes'
sister,
Mrs.
Clinton
Fickett
have
returned
from
Malcolm Libby and Robert Wright
spin. Do not push down on the Is dependent for its success upon
Mrs Everett Barlow was hostess
RADIO
handle. If you can t get the crank in I scientifically ^traight-line steering. , were iucky hunters Monday, each Monday night to the Junior Guild. a gunning trip in Machias Samuel Maude Howard in Razorville.
SERVIDOR
George
Turner
and
Perley
Over-|
Batty
brought
home
a
deer.
the right position so as to observe any slight deviation resulting in dis- shooting a deer,
TUB ’-.SHOWER
The successful hunters for deer
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Ames are lock were employed cutting logs Mon
these rules, switch off the Ignition (aster. At modem road speeds no
Clifton Robbins accompanied by
thus far are: Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth moving to the Sidney Thompson day and Tuesday for C. E Overlock !
and then move it to that position any I driver today can afford to indulge in Henry pendieton of Camden went
MANGER
Gray. Weston Smythwick. Preston house
Joseph Morin and Mr. True of South
way you like Then switch on the
slight movements of the whee recently t0 New York where they visiBarlow. Eurban Brewer, Kenneth
Mrs. Fred Batty is in Portland for Liberty also worked with their teams
ignltion and proceed in the usugl The latest type of steering provides te<J
Elmore Milling Co., factories.
« NORTH STATION
Nelson and Mahlon Adams.
a visit with her sister and to see her yarding the logs.
iftP-frtmptor TRAIN-1./.—ROOM'
manner.
, 'aryin« ratlos f<*
They returned Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Dodge and j infant grandson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. George Finley of ;
Remember that the hand .crank | straight road travel, but it will be,
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
South Warren were guests Sunday ot j
may slip out of position and give you , several years before this safer s rincluded Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Elizabeth Seavey will spend Irving McLeod.
a bad shake-up even though the lng becomes genera
William Gilchrest and son. Frank Thanksgiving with friends and rela- { Mrs. Frank Kerswell was recent her parents. Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Over
lock.
guest of Mrs. Harry Allard.
engine remains calm If merely de- j
Owners Air Their Queries
Lunt of Thomaston, and Mrs. Winnie tives in Massachusetts.
Miss Florence Estabrook of Massa
siring to check timing, always re-, q i have been told that overin- Clinton and Harry Vonberg of Glen
chusetts has been guest of Mr. and .
move the spark plugs. That will re- 1 flatlon u injurious to tires. Is this a Cove.
^-CHEVROLET™?
lieve compression and ease the work fact? Q c
Mrs. Julia Harwood is confined to Mrs. Charles Chapman.
of turning over the shaft. Where no
A Yes when the tires are over. h(?r bfd
Mr and Mrs. Charles McDonnell
crank ls provided the engine ls timed in,iated there is a reduced area of
mj-s Alice True went recently to Jr. and children of Portland spent
by Jacking up the rear and turning road| contact This naturally im- Boston where she will visit her last weekend with her sisters Mrs
one of the rear wheels. This is best j I)0Res too much strain on the centerI daughter Miss Wilma True,
Robert Barlow and Mrs Francis
done with the aid of a special turner Qf the tread and causes premature
Luke.
Qlie fompfete CaT_- Complete^ Hciif
that is cranked from up front where we#r of thls important area. OverMr.
and
Mrs.
Tlfred
Dodge
Jr.
MEDOMAK
the mechanic can watch the valves lnflatlon
injurious to the car. {
and family have moved from the cot
and the distributor rotor.
causing more shock on frame, body j Dr. and Mrs. Carrol Keene and tage of Russell Giles to the Nina
Mechanic Joe Speaking:
and engine
I children of Cape Cod and Dr. Murray house.
Q. Does it save lubricating oil to
mothelof Head Tide were
Whenever Im genuinely puraled
Crescent Chapter O.E S. held its )
over the way a car behaves I try the switch off the ignition on a long supper guesls Wednesday of Mr and stated meeting Tuesday night after
Mrs. L w
idea of aiming to make the trouble downgrade? DJ5S.
which the members motored to Wis
A. This act in driving actually
worse. This often leads to a quick
wastes oil. When the engine is runEvg Hansen and son of Dam casset and attended a lodge meeting. j
discovery of what's ailing the car.
Mrs Carroll Campbell is visiting j
ning. but is not firing its mixture.,aP™t Tuesday wlth Mrs' M L'
"Tried this the other day when an
her parents in Hebron Miss Virginia ■
hour's search for a short circUt there is no combustion pressure Shuman.
Spear is substituting in the postoffice
__ con- downard on the rings, with the result i Mrs. L. W. Osier and daughter
failed to produce results. Fuses
during her absence.
tinued to burn out. but no amount of that oil more readily sucks up into Isabel went last Saturday to Boston
Mfcv and Mrs. Frank Lowe and
searching for the trouble seemed to the cylinders. Anyway, there ls no where the latter will enter the hosKenneth Jewett are visiting friends
help me to a conclusion. Finally I advantage in switching off the igni- pital for treatment.
and relatives in Monroe.
inserted a small bolt into the fuse {tion, and plenty of disadvantages, inMr and Mrs. Clifford Collamore
Mahlon Adams has returned home
block in place of the fuses that had ' eluding the risk of blowing out theof Muscongus spent Thursday eveafter spending the season yachting
been blowing. This provided a steady muffler when the ignition is switched ning with Mrs Roscoe Collamore.
in Massachusetts.
Mr. and Mrs. Orrin McLain son
path for the current. It didn't take on again.
Q. The engine heat indicator on Dennis and daughter Elsie were
long for a puff of smoke from an
unseen portion of the wiring to re the dash of my car does not return j^QCijiand visitors last Saturday,
DEER ISLE
veal where to look for the elusive to zero when the engine is cold. It j Mlss LQUisa Shuman has returned
seems
to
be
fairly
accurate
when
the
I
from
a
trlp
t0
p^^and.
short circuit."
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bemis are
engine is well warmed up. What
Mr. and Mrs. Alphonso Willey and guests of Capt. and Mrs. Oscar
Time To Change Gears
would cause this? G. H.
family were in Loudville last weekend Eaton.
As the slippery season approaches
A. The temperature gauge unit weekend.
Mr and Mrs. Ernest Foster are
it is well to alter the selection of j
j in the cylinder head has been dam- i Mrs. Ira Dell Teele and daughter
visiting Mr. Fosters mother, Mrs.
gear changes to meet the situation
aged through extreme temperature.,
6atutt,ay
ThornClara Eaton.
^‘’"djho'aW be used ^tarthigj —“
Cheated ,
the car. but never for acceleration. through lack of water or possibly a|
Mrs. Mabel Powers Is in Somer
When it is necessary to accelerate,
ville Mass., for the winter.
frozen radiator.
do the job in high. Shifting to high
TREMONT
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Haskell made a
will not only give better acceleration
business
trip to Bangor recently.
ROCKVILLE
but protection from skidding.
Mrs. Dell Richardson of Southwest
Mr. and Mrs. Leon C. Weed spent
Treads Won’t Stop This
The severe cold of Wednesday and Harbor spent a few days here with the weekend in Camden.
While plenty of tire tread is al Thursday was no longer a reminder her daughter Mrs. Flora Latty re
Mrs. Josephine Fifield has returned
ways an advantage there ls danger that the weather of winter was "just cently
to Brewer.
Mrs. Sidney Wallace and Mrs John
in assuming that the car is less like around the corner' but emphatically
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Pickering
ly to skid if thc treads are up to par announced, its immediate presence Closson were shopping visitors Fri
are
visitjng in Massachusetts and
and a quick application of the brakes with a temperature nearly reaching day in Ellsworth.
Connecticut.
is made when the tires are rolling zero Wednesday night. In less than
Mrs Maynard Herrick of Atlantic
The High School recently received
over wet leaves. The element of risk 24 hours open brooks had a heavy has returned home after spending a
lies in the fact that traction is lost j coatmg of ice upon them and Chick- week here as guest of her sister Mrs. a gift of twq of the best grade foot
balls from Harvey J. Harmon, head
between the leaves and the road sur awaukie Pond displayed a thin layer Charles Harding.
Thousands upon thousands have already placed orders. . . . Other thousands are buying
face even if the tires grip the leaves. of ice for some distance from the
coach of the University of Pennsyl
Clarence Smith Jr. motored Sun
A car with good tires can be brought shore.
vania. Mr. Harmon has reached the
at this moment. . . . See and drive this brilliant new car and you will want one, tool
day to St. Johnsbury, Vt. with
out of a leaf skid more readily, once
top among the college athletic direc
Brainerd Thurston left Sunday George Murphy who will spend the
pression Valve-in-Hcad Engine, New All-Silent, All-Steel BodieX
such a skid has started, but it isn't j
tors. Handicapped by the strictest
rS WINNING THE OKAY OF THE U. S. A.! And
for his second year at Zion Bible In winter there with his daughter.
everybody who can come out of a
eligibility regulations, he has devel
and New Diamond Crown Speedline Styling ... the only low—
more
than
the
okay
—
thc
enthusiastic
preference!
stitute in East Providence, R. I.
Rev. Roy W. Moody has resigned
skid, regardless of how good the
oped the best team among the East
priced car with Perfected Hydraulic Brakes, Improved Gliding
That
’
s
the
word
that
is
coming
from
the
cities,
towns
and
from
the
Southwest
Harbor-Tremont
Mrs. Ida Barrows spent a few days
tires may be.
ern Colleges. He has spent his sum
Knee-Action Ride* and Super-Safe Shockproof Steering* . , .
farms of all America, where more than ten million people viewed
Larger Parish and is in Hodgdon. as mers in Sunset for several years.
visiting in Portland recently.
Watfch For Counter-Skid
and the only low-priced car which combines Genuine Fisher
pastor
of
the
Methodist
Church,
hav
this new Chevrolet in thc first 24 hours . . . where thousands
Mrs. Florence Bolduc went Thurs
Speaking of skidding reminds me
ing
begun
his
ministry
Sunday.
Peo
____
No Draft Ventilation and Safety Plate Glass All
upon thousands of people have already placed
of a recent bus wreck in which the day to Boston where she entered pie from all parts of the larger
SPRUCE HEAD
Around at no extra cost!
Medical
Center
Hospital
for
exami

orders . . . and where the demand for new 1937
driver failed to figure on what is
THE ONLY
parish deeply regret his departure.
nation
and
treatment.
She
would
Take a look at this car, take a ride in it, and we
known as a counter-skid. He brought
Chevrolels is increasing with each passin day!
Miss Ethel Holbrook recently en
Rev. and Mrs. Moody have endeared
COMPLETE
CARthe vehicle out of the first skid but, be pleased to hear from friends. Tlie
are
confident that you will give your complete
The reasons are plain. This new Chevrolet for
themselves to’ both old and young as tertained at a supper-bridge in her
thinking himself victor over the address is Bennett street, Boston.
preference
to the complete car—completely new.
1937 is the only low-priced ear with New High-CoinPRICED
Mrs. Lyndon Bunker of Cranberry was evidenced by the generous purse South Thomaston home Honors at
situation, failed to guard against a
with which they were presented as a two tables in play went to Miss Hol
SO LOW
swing in the opposite direction. After Island was a caller recently on her
farewell gift.
On/ra/ Motor* Inntnllment Plan — monthly payment* to »uit your
► Knee-Action nnd Shockproof Steering on Matter De J.uxe
they straighten out from a skid most mother Mrs. LeRoy Tolman
brook, first; Mrs. Eugenie Godfrey,
puree. For economical traniportation. A Cenecal Motor* Value.
only.
Chevrolet Motor Company, Detroit, Michigan.
Mrs. John S. Ranlett In company
cars tend to skid in the opposite dir
second; and Mrs. Jane Bassick. con
ection. this depending on how much with Mrs. Emma Dick, Mrs. Emma MODERN
WOMEN solation.
effort the driver went to in correct Carver and Mrs. Jessie Wall attended NEED NOT SUFFER monthly pain and delay due
Frank Wall is ill at his home, with
to colda, nervous strain, exposure or similar causes.
ing the original skid. As a rule light a banquet and reception Wednesday Chi-ches-ters
Diamond Biand Pills nre effective, Dr. Lawry in attendance.
and give QUICK RELIEF Sold bv-<?K
cars are apt to counter-skid more at the Columbia Hotel in Portland reliable
Mr. and Mrs. Irving McLeod are
all druggistsforover45years. axu,. Z/ffBA
than heavy ones, but such a skid for Mrs. Martha Hart of Bayonne,
689 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL. 1250
receiving congratulations on tlie
with a heavy vehicle is likely to be N. J., president of the Auxiliary of CHI CHESTERS PILLS
birth of a son Nov. 8 in Portland.
Barker’s Garage, Union
Peaslee & Ross, Vinalhaven
Carroll’s Garage, Thomaston
very severe nnd unexpected.
'JMt SIAMOND
•SA«0"
United Spanish War Veterans.
Mrs. Stanley Simmons lias re-

MIAMI’S

Ideal Resort Holel
HOTEL

GRALYNN

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/

More Than Ten Million
People viewed the New Chevrolet in the first 24 horn’s

Z

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.

THOMASTON

Every-Other-Day
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WHEN YOUR DAUGHTER

At The High School

"Salmon.'' Virginia Willis; "Fishing i with Laura Pomeroy as chairman of
as a sport in Maine," Ethel Hayes I the program committee. A panto
mime. "The Alarm." was presented
and Ralph Hoffses.
• • • •
by Edna Gamage. Richard Rising.
The clothing projects began earlier Richard Spdar. Grace Tuttle. Kath
in the year in the domestic science ryn Dean, and Alice Smith. A play
j classes, have been finished. Blouses let. "Coach Donnywlgs and His
have been made by Barbara Melcher, Wonderful Waxworks.' was given by
Margaret MacMillan. Kathryn Dean. Irma Thompson as coach, and Bar
Edna Gamage. Barbara Philbrook, bara Bodiman. Linne Rivers. Sylvia
1 Ruth Sukeforth. Dorothy Brewer, Hayes. Nathalie Edwards. Beverly
Maxine Kent. Helen Winchenbach, Bowden. Victoria Anastasio, Jane
Eleanor Barnard. Ethel Hayes. Helen Sawyer. Dorothy Black. Kathleen
Leppenan, Emma Lindsey. Vita , Dean. Ruth Sukeforth, Norma RobLombardo. Virginia Lombardo. Vlr- bins, Betty Beach, and Virginia Acginia Merriam. Joan Philbrook cardi. as assistants to the coach. The
Pauline Blethen. Lorraine Rich. Vir- ! final number was "Thanksgiving
Howard Edward s name was omlt- ginia Accardi, Geraldine Bourbeau, j Tableaux.' with a chorus singing
ted through error as a member of Kathleen Dean, Dorothy Kalloch. “Ccme. Ye Thankful People, Come."
the Junior High Boys' Glee Club lap; Millieent Oakes. Norma Robbins. Decorations were suitable to the
week.
Zilda Russell. Irma Thompson, and Thanksgiving season, the posts in the
Grace Tuttle; dresses. Meredith gym being covered with turkeys and
Mr. Levensaler went to Lewiston Mundie. Norma Havener, and Kath- pilgrim pictures. Eddie Whalen's
yesterday to present some of his i
Chase; robe. Dorothy Brewer; orchestra provided music for the
popular readings before the Rotary jacket. Alice Clancy; pajamas and dancing,
Club there Mrs. Jerome Burrows nightgowns. Arlene Robbins. Shirley
substituted In his English classes.
Grant. Dora Freeman, Rita Smith,!
• 9 • •
Belva Robtsihaw. and Elizabeth Till.
"Fishing—A World Wide Industry
has been the subject of study in
Tickets are now on sale for the
uaskell s commercial geography
' I Senior play. “Tweedles," to be given j
class recently.
Individual topics Dec
Dec. u
11 and
and 12. Rehearsals, under
under the
the T
, As recorded In Dad’s diary,
have been covered as follows: "The j dlrection of Miss Parker indicate November 188C, Sam Lamson's house
importance of this mdustry in the Qne
presenlatlons ever j was broken into and $20 stolen. A
progress of nations. Lois Jacobs: given at
school.
frost was noted Nov. 5 and a heavy
"The fishing industry around the
. . » »
storm Nov. 7. The first snow storm
worW." Kingsley Strout: GroundA second issue of the Highlite came
of the season made its appearance
fish' 0073 TYewian; The draggtr
this Week. carrying a good edi- Nov. 13. Schooners were arriving and
net Wtth board, diagram." Robert
torial on winter sports, and a long departing daily, including Jesse
^arned;, "S'h°°1 J1?-1*"1?* “?d c«nplimentaiy poent on’the faculty Han. SearsviUe. M C. Hart. Georgith* construction of the weir. Rich- members.
anna. Pushaw. Susan Ross. ChalChalard Monroe; "Lobster fishing.
• • • •
lenge, Seventy-Six. F. Nelson. Daniel
Walter Staples; "Hunting whales i The freshmen were hosts at a Pierson and several strangers,
with speed boats." Kathleen Chase; Thanksgiving Social last pvening,
Boze

mestic science, and manual training
In the competion between classes
the juniors led with 45 visitors,
seniors having 38, freshmen 33. and
sophomores 28. Guides throughout
the evening were members of Student
Council. Thursday evening there
were 160 visitors in Junior High.
• • • •
Invitations to a Thanksgiving Tea
to be given by the Third Period Do
mestic Science class. Nov. 24. have
been received by the teachers in the
McLain Building. Superintendent
and Mrs. Cumming, and Mrs. Con
stantine.

The Pentescostal Church will serve COMES TO WOMANHOOD
a dinner Thanksgiving Day at noon.
(By the Pupils)
Gifts of money, vegetables, cooked
Most girls in
food and meat will be gratefully re- * e,r ,eens n
a tonic and regu- r
The honor roll for the first quarter
ceived. The hall will be open all day lator. Give your I
daughter Lydia E.
Wednesday.
has been posted, as follows: Seniors,
Pinkham's VegeThe Star Sewing Circle of Grace table Compound
all As. Edith Dondis. Virginia Gray.
Chapter was entertained) Wednes for the next few
James
East, and Barbara Perry;
x
day night at the home of the presi months. Teach
her how to guard
four (A's, Virginia D'Agostino and
dent. Mrs. Blanche C. Lermond. her health at this
During the business meeting plans critical time. When she is a happy, Russell Hickman; three A's, Vieno
were made to hold a card party in healthy wife and mother she will Kansas and Margaret Rogers; noth
the near future. Lunch was served thank you.
ing below B. Maxwell Ames. Willis
Sold at all good drug stores.
by the hostess.
Anderson. John Blethen. Charles
Mrs. Edward P Johnson, accom
Dorgan. Eleanor Look. Frederick
Ltjdia E. Pinkham's
panied by Mrs. Eugene Frost of
MacDonald, Rose Maltourg. Betty I
Vegetable Compound
Rockland. Mrs. J. Russell Davis. Mrs.
McAlary. Muriel McPhee. Helvi
Rodney E. Brasier and Mrs. Karl
Rivers. Shirley Stanley. Kent Stan
Stetson, motored Thursday to Saco
ley. and Sylvia Tyler. Juniors, all
where they attended inspection of
As. Dorothy Frost. Ralph Hoffses.
Annette Chapter. O.EB.
,
John
Huke. Anna Pellicane. Jose
Mrs. Walter J. Henry, w’ho has ] Thursday to spend the winter at phine Pellicane. Donald Marrlner,
been visiting her mother. Mrs. John Hotel Brunswick.
Mr. and Mrs Aaron A. Clark and Marian Vinal. and Ruth Thomas;
A. McCoy, for several days, returned
five A's, Robert Brown. Vallte Macto Winchester. Mass., Thursday ac-1j daughter. Rae who have been visit - Laughlin, and Encio Laaksonen;
1 ing Mrs. Clark's parents. Mr. and
companied by her mother, who will
Mrs. Daniel L. Keyes, in Bucksport four A's. Ethel Hayes. Florence
be her guest until after Thanksgiv for the past ten days, returned home Johnson Marian l.udw.ck ai.d Ruth
ing, and by Miss Stella Comery. of
Rhodes; three A's. Doris Borgerson,
Warren, who will spend a few days Wednesday.
Thanksgiving will be observed at Virginia Haskell, Virginia Merriam,
with her. She was also accompanied
the Federated Church Sunday with Dorothy 6herman, Russell Hewett,
as far as Portland by Miss Helen
Sunday
School at 9:45; morning and Helen Mills; nothing below B.
MacBride. oKRockland, who spent
Gardner Brown,
service at 11. The pastor will speak Dorothy Brewer
the day there.
Robert Learned.
to the junior congregation on the sub Calla Hickman. rwaw«
v
Services at the Baptist Church jects. “On Thanksgiving Day" and Ra!ph Rawley. Frederick rrn
Perry,
Bernard ThompSunday will be Bible School at 9:45;
'"Custodians of The Pilgrim Spirit." Stanley Prescott
Virginia Wood
morning worship at 11. subject of
son. Helen W’hitmore. Virginia
Wood,
the pastor s sermon to be associated At 0115 serv“* th« Junior cholr wU1 mid ^;ella' Young." Sophomores, all
_
_ .
,
—__ ....
with the last'two Sunday morning sm«'
Ye Jehovah by L>°n
As, Grant Davis, and Harold Dondis;
topics. "Another Verdict." Music by and the sen,or ch0‘r “Vcmt*' b>'
four As. Inez Bowley. Erleen Cates,
the Choral Society will be appropriate RePPer At the evening service at
Edith Gray. Robert Harmon, and
the
to the Thanksgiving season. "A 7
ehurch wlU uni;e wlth
Baptist for the annual Thanksgiv Agnes Johnson: three As. Joseph
Harvest Hymn" by E. W. Hanscom;
Dondis and Charles Duff; ^nothing
ing service.
solo. “Give Thanks and Sing." by ;
below B. Muriel Baum. Robert Call.
Cuthbert Harris, Miss Margaret'
BurdeU's Dress Shop—End of the Soloman Cohen. Earl Cook. Patricia
Simmons. In the evening at 7
Month Clearance Sale—25 Women's Hall. Ione Louraine. Felice Ferryo'clock the annual union Thanks
Dresses priced at $5. $7 and $9 —adv Frank Stcaves. William Weed, and
giving service will be held and music
Maxine Perry. Freshmen, all A's.
will include a harvest anthem.
Betty Beach: three As, Shirley Allen
“Praise The Lord" Watson, by the
and Hilda Spear: nothing below B.
united Federated and Baptist Choirs;
Patricia Allen. Evelyn Bartlett. Wil
duet. “O Holy Spirit Thee We Adore"
liam Bicknell.
Dorothy Black. I
by Neidlinger. Miss Margaret Sim
I Katheryn Dean. Jeanette Gordon. 1
mons and Alfred M Strout: response
Sylvia Hayes. Pearl Leonard. Daniel
“Seven Fold Amen' Stainer.
A good sized audience at the Con Monroe. Jessie Olds. Neil Russell,
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Robinson,
gregational Church last night lis Jane Sawyer. Edwin Tyler.
• • • •
of Pennsgrave, N. J., were guests
Thursday of Mr. and Mrs. Alexander tened with keen appreciation to the
At the faculty meeting Monday,
concert given jointly by Les Cam reports were given on departmental
K Wilson.
• • • •
arades Musicaux of Bath and the meetings of the State convention by
The entertainment presented by
Miss Stahl. Mr. Chick. Miss Tapley,;
Rubinstein Club of this city.
the Baptist Choral Society in the
Miss Parker. Mr. McCarty, and Mr j
There
was
a
great
variety
of
sevestry Wednesday night after the
Bowden. Supervised study will be the
Circle supper was particularly good lections, the program having a few
subject at the next meeting.
and consisted of: Chorus. "Autumn last minute changes which were un«...
by Beethoven; baritone solos. "Sweet. avoidable. It was a matter of deep
At the weekly meeting of Troop 1
Evening Star” by Tanhauser Wag-1 regret that Mr. Ramsay, although 203. Richard Smith was voted into '
ner, and "Last Night ’ by Kjeruls.1 present, was unable to take his
the troep. The opening ceremony j
Raymond K. Greene; trumpet solo, scheduled part—tp stubborn case of was held in the headquarters room 1
"Star in a Velvety Sky" by Herbert bronchitis was the cause. Of the after which 20 minutes was spent In
L. Clark. Miss Olive Rowell, chorus. guest artists, mention should be test passing. At the sound of the '
“A Southern Hush Song by Lynn; made of the beautiful clear voice of bugle, all met in the headquarters 1
reading. "The Show Must Go On" Mrs Sturtevant; of the smooth
room for troop meeting. The new
by Ann Fuller. Miss Lillian Thurs execution displayed in Mr. McPher candidates were introduced to the
ton; piano solo. "Venetian Barcarolle sons piano number; the unusual and troop and a court of honor was ,
by Godard. Miss Dorothy Lawry; pleasing quality of Miss Leonard's
planned for the first meeting in j
solos. “Until" by Sanderson and voice; the varied group of songs December. March practicing in the
"Pale Moon" by Logan. Miss Mar given by Mr Smith, the clever ren gym was followed by the closing cere*
garet Simmons; chorus. •'We Cheer dition of his encore bringing hearty
mony.
and March Away" by Bellini.
• • • •
applause, and the violin number of
Mr. and Mrs. Luther A. Clark. Mrs. artistic phrasing and clear tone
Appreciation of the sermons ap
Evelyn Snow and Miss Ella K Gll- given by Mr Sprague.
plicable to National Education Week |
chrest motored to Fryeburg recently
The ensemble numbers presentd by given in the churches in this city j
and were accompanied by Miss Hazel , both clubs deserve praise: with new was shown by the attendance of |
Day. of Waldoboro, who remained | laurels going to the Rubinstein trio, pupils and teachers at last Sunday ,
for an indefinite stay.
the organ, piano and violin being services.
Mrs. Harriet Tillson and Mrs. wenderful in ion? combination. Each
Edith Fates entertained 22 members duo trio quartet and chjnjs
A hockey meeting was held Thurs- j
of the Friendly Club Wednesday pleasing]y given thc a:;;oinpanists day with Manager Charles Dorgan
night at the home of Mrs Mart
much credit for their CQm. presiding. Weather conditions per
Fales. The evening was devoted to m,ndab2e work
mitting, practice will begin today, j
Christmas work.
1 Tir
“Now—Ever Peace1" an appeal for
grand finale, given by both
Mrs. Helen Smith who has been choruses, with organ, piano and vio- peace, was the title of a short play '
registered at the Knox Hotel for ' hns wa£ a rafe comblnation Q, given by Division 7-3 Wednesday
several months, left today for Maple- volces and accompanlment£ and a | morning, under the supervision of |
wood. N. J., w-here^he will be guest ,{itting closc
a concm Qf h.gh MIA Thompson. The characters ]
of her niece. Miss Beatrice Bagg
merit.
'were "War," Clarence deRochemont;
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Robinson.
The program:
"Peace." Barbara Cunningham; "Red
of Pennsgrove. N. J., who are visiting
Instrumental Quartette-Allegro Mod- Cross nurse." Eloise Law; reader.
his parents, Mr. and Mrs Charles
erato.
Schultz Dorothy Tibbetts; soldiers around the
Mrs Carl Albee: Plano. Francis
Robinson, in Warren, were dinner Organ.
camp fire were Walter Butter,
McPherson; 1st Violin. Miss Bertha
guests Wednesday Of Mr. and Mrs.
Luce; 2nd Violin. Merton Sprague
Howard Edwards, Harrison Dow,
I Chorus—
Winfield H. Brackett.
Richard Staples. Robert Smalley.
(a) A Plantation Love Song.
_
Deems Taylor Keith Allen. Knott Rankin, Joseph
Miss Martha Jones went to Somer
(b) The Clock.
Sherwood
ville, Mass., today to visit her sister.
Rubinstein Club
Anastasio. and Leroy Benner; girls
solo—
Mrs. Nettie Russell, until Tuesday Obligato Mrs.
singing "Flanders Field," Vivian
Helen Wentworth
when she will go to New York city
Mrs Faith Berry. Directing
Falls. Helen Ingerson, Dorothy
where she will be employed by Miss Aria-o MtoVF«nan'dort"UtFSlo?{’ta."
Thomas. Adelaide Hooper. Barbara
Matilda Burgess for the winter.
Donizetti MrCartney, Dorothy Tibbetts. Doro
Miss Kathleen Leonard
Dr. and Mrs. Stewart Williamson
Mr. McPherson at piano
thy Kennedy. Cynthia MacAlman,
_
and son. Malcolm, of Lisbon Falls, Trio—Ye Fields of Light
Edith Rich, and Priscilla McCaslin.
Mrs Fred Sturtevant Mrs Fred Cary
were recent guests of Dr. and Mrs.
Clifford Smith
A harmonica duet was played by
Mrs. Albee at piano
, ,
....
. - ..
—
Elmer R. Biggers.
Plano—Romanza, Concerto in D Major.
Joseph Anastasio and Arthur SulltGrace Chapter. O E.S meets Wed
,,
„
Mozart van. a guitar solo by Barbara HickMr. McPherson
1
nesday in Masonic hall, at 7:30.
Baife man. and a guitar duet by Barbara
(a) The Day Is Done
<b> Three for Jack
Obligation Night will be observed
Squire add Leona Hickman. The leader was
Clifford Smith
and officers are requested to wear
Mrs Albee at piano
Margaret Kent.
Quintette—How Can I Forget Thee.
white.
Goldbeck !
Mr and Mrs. George N. Phillips
Miss Leonard. Mrs John Sanborn.
Bertha Kent has been school
Mrs Carleton Rice. Mrs Sturtevant.
motored Thursday to Boston where
stenographer in Principal Blaisdell's
Clifford Sm <h
Mrs. Albee at Plano
they will spend several days. They
office this week.
Instrumental Trio—Ballet Egyptian.
• • • •
were accompanied from Portland by
Lutglnl
Organ. Mrs Faith Berry; Plano Mrs
The class presidents. Russell Nash,
Mrs. Phillips' sister. Miss Ada KilNettle Averill; Violin, Miss Bertha Luce
leran. and James Steeper, who will Duo—Bolero.
Saint Saens William Karl, Grant Davis, and
Mrs. Robert Hatch. Mrs. Earl Qtorer
Kent Glover, accompanied by Princialso visit there.
Mr McPherson at piano
scltz pal Blaisdell. are attending the Boys'
Services at St. John's Church Sun violin—Concerto.
Mrs MAib®PraTPlano
Conference In Waterville this week.
day will be Holy Eucharist and Ser
Stevenson Another group consisting of Stuart
mon at 9:30 a. m. The 5 o'clock Italian Serenade—
Mesdanea Hatch. Sturtevant. Holman.
McAlman. Russell Hewett, Leroy
service in the afternoon will be
Leonard. Sanborn. Rice. Cary
Obligato Solo. Mr. Smith
omitted that the young people may
Brown, and Clarence Peterson is also
AVs Albee at piano
attend the conference in Gardiner. Aria—Ou Va La Jeune Hlndoue “Lakme ’ attending with Coach Matheson.
Delibes
Miss C. Helen Russell closed her
Mrs Fred Sturtevant
The annual parents' nights were
Mr. McPherson at piano
home on Main street Thursday and
Trios—
observed
Wednesday evening by the
went to Newton Centre. Mass., where
(a) O Dry Those Tears.
Del Riego
(b) Southern Hush Song.
Lyn Senior High and Thursday evening
she will pass the winter wtht Mr.
Mrs. Mildred Havener. Miss Gladys
by the Junior High, with a fine crowd
and Mrs. Charles G. Copeland.
Grant. Mrs. Muriel Crie
Mrs Berry at piano
of relatives and friends visiting
Mrs. N F. Andrews spent Thurs Pater Noster
—
Verdi
classes throughout the sessions.
day with her sister Mrs. William
The Rubinstein Club. Ies Camarades
Musicaux. Mrs. Carl Albee. Organ;
There was a wide variety of sub
Robinson in Warren.
Miss Bertha Luce. First Violin;
jects offered to 150 visitors Wednes
Merton Sprague Second Violin
Joseph Cross, who has employment
*Mrs. Nettle Averill piano
day evening including gym. French,
at the Congress Square Hotel, re
Mrs. Faith Berry. Director
Latin English, chemistry, physics,
turned Tuesday to Portland after a
physics lab, world history, civics,
brief visit with his parents, Mr. and
TENANT'S HARBOR
geography, algebra, junior business
Mrs. George E. Cioss.
Capt. and Mi's. Cameron and family training, typewriting, shorthand,
S. Emerson Smith and niece. Miss
bookkeeping, office practice, doChristine E. Moore, went to Boston have moved to the Gardner house.

THIS REAL
GASOLINE POWERED

RACER
WILL BE GIVEN AWAY

FREE!

'TenantsHarbor Days!

yeun

ivma

The Rubinstein Club

Two Hundred Boys of anywhere in Knox County
Arc Wanted At Once to try to win this racer. Must
be at least eight years old or more. This is the racer
you have seen scooting around the city.

Apply At Once For Details

MCLOON SALES & SERVICE
21.L1MEROCK ST.

ROCKLAND

TEL. 730

SEEDED RAISINS

2™°sz19c

SEEDLESS RAISINS

2p<gsz1 9c

NATION-WIDE CURRANTS »Sz17c
MARASCHINO

meNU

CHERRIES

.

.

.

5 OZ

JArIQc

NOVEMBER 16-26

4 0.

CITRON - LEMON . ORANGE - CANNED 3^. 25c

THREE CROW

SAGE

3 OZ
PKGS

RUBBED

BELL'S

19c

2p 319c

POULTRY SEASONING

IVORY SALT

PKGS

1 7t

4OZ
PKG

10c

2OZ
TINS

19c

THREE CROW

BLACK PEPPER

8 OZ
CELLO BAG

YELLOW POP CORN
PUMPKIN
SQUASH
MINCE MEAT

10c

3

ONE

CANS

PIE

'0«« ol well

CANS

29e

THREE CROW

NUTMEG

GROUND

ST. CLAIR * ALLEN—FANCY

RIBBON CANDY

LB
PKG

2

33<

SPLENDID '

MINCE MEAT

BEST IN THE WORLD

LGE TIN

27c

1LB
PKG 21c

PEANUT BRITTLE

SPLENDID

SQUASH

FANCY QUALITY

■

■

2

LGE
TINS

2

LGE
TINS

29c

2

NO 2
TINS

37c

FANCY

29c

MIXED NUTS

LB

25c

DIAMOND WALNUTS

LB

29c

LB

23c

SPLENDID

PUMPKIN

CANNED IN KNOX COUNTY

FANCY BUDDED

SANTA CRUZ

CRUSHED PINEAPPLE

GOOD FOR PIES

FANCY BUDDED

EMERALD WALNUTS
LA TOURAINE

COFFEE .

.

1 LB CAN

25c

COFFEE

red BAG

1 LB

21c

HOYT'S BUT-A-KISS

1 LB

17c

CLICQUOT CLUB

BLUE BAG

■

GINGER ALE

NATION-WIDE

TEA

EXTRACT

,

2 OZ
BOT

23c

LB

25c

16 OZ BOTS
(conlcnb)

19c

.

.

PEANUT BUTTER KISSES

NATION-WIDE

COFFEE

THREE CROW

VANILLA

NATION WIDE

FORMOSA OOLONG

% LB PKG

27c

>/2 LB PKG

31c

PALE «nd GOLDEN

NATION-WIDE

TEA

ORANGE PEKOE

■

CAMPFIRE

BAKER'S

COCOA

.

.

.

>/z LB CAN

MARSHMALLOWS

9c

16 OZ
PKG

21c

7% OZ
PKGS

27c

LGE
TIN

19«

NATIONWIDE

NATION-WIDE

EVAP. MILK

.

■

.

■ 2 OZ BOT

TALL CAN

PITTED DATES . 2

8c

NAIION-'A IDE—PURE

VANILLA

.

MARSHMALLOW FLUFF

19c

NATION-WIDE—PURE EXTRACT

LEMON

.

.

FRIEND'S

.

2 OZ BOT

19c

PLUM PUDDING

DAVIS

BAKING POWDER

CANS

29c

24% LB BAG

89c

2

.

.

CRANBERRY SAUCE .

.

.

27c
TINS

29c

GENERAL KNOX

FLOUR

.

.

N INUTE

TAPIOCA

.

.

8OZ
PKGS

.

NORMAN R

FLOUR

24% LB BAG

95.

THREE CROW

.

.

.

.

.

1 LB PKG

7c

CONFECTIONERS SUGAR

1 LBPKG

9c

’/« LB PKG

1

....

LEMON PIE FELLING

THREE CROW

BAKING SODA

JELL-O

3

PKGS

17C

2

PKGS

19c

GOOD LUCK

.

CREAM TARTAR

25c

J/vCK CENNVS

Top offjo. perfect meal with..
.StinsHine

KRISPY CRACKERS
Served
lb.
V//TH CHEESE fkq. !8

BUTTER COOKIES I

h><'

NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS

-’15^

ROCKPORT

WALDOBORO

OClETY
C. A. Lamson of Upton, Mass., was
a recent guest of his parents, Mr. aed
Mrs. L. E. Lamson.

Mrs. Leon J. White is visiting iff
Boston. Her son Leon, who accom
panied her, will spend several weeks
in New York.

Mrs. Nellie Achorn was hostess at
the card party held Friday afternoon
at Grand Army hall for the benefit
of the utility, table at the Auxiliary
of 8.U.V. fair. Six tables were in play
with prize awards to the following
winners, Mira. Velma Marsh, Mis.
Ethel Sukeforth, Mrs. Doris Jordan,
Mrs. Nora Stickney, Mrs. Belle Lewis,
Mrs. Gladys Harjula and Mrs. Abbis
McDonald. The next party will be
held Wednesday Nov. 25 with Mrs
Susie Newbert in charge, the pro
ceeds to go to the grab table at the
fair.

Rev. and Mrs. John Smith Lowe
will leave Wednesday for Boston.
Mrs. Guy Douglas was hostess to where they will spend Thanksgiving
the Tuesday Night Bridge Club at th" with their son and friends.
home of Mrs. Ardrey Orff. Mrs. Ron
Mrs. Hattie Davies, Mrs. Riah
ald Messer. Mrs. Lawrence Leach and
Mis6 Maerice Blackington were tho Knight, Mrs. Annie Collamore and
Mrs. Millie Thomas motored to Port
highliners.
land Tuesday, where they attended
Miss Cora Perry left Friday for a the afternoon meeting of the
Thatcher Relief Corps. They went
visit in Boston and Malden.
to Freeport in the evening, being
guests
there of the G. W Randall
Baraca Class of the Methodist
Church met Tuesday with Mrs. Ruth Corps at their inspection by State
Ellingwood for relief sewing. Mrs. officers, there being present foui
Mary Littlehale was guest of honor, State presidents.
as she is leaving soon to spend the
winter with her daughter, Mrs. Jesse
Jones,
In
Southbridge,
Mass
A delightful travel talk
was
given by Miss Caroline Jameson, and
tea was served. Mrs. Littlehale
poured. Both Miss Jameson and
Mrs. Littlehale were presented with
gifts.

Chummy Club met Thursday eve
ning with Mrs. Velma Marsh at hei
home on Broad street.
Dr and Mrs. H. J. Weisman ari
attending the Harvard-Yale footbal
game in New Haven today.

Mrs. L. F. Chase was nostess to
EF.A. Club Wednesday afternoon
bridge honors being won by Mrs.
Benjamin Philbrook, Mrs. Bert Bachelder and Mrs. Orrin Smith.

Bible Moths met Thursday witl
Miss Ruth 'Wheeler. The quil
which is to be given to a deserving
family was finished and another wi
be started next week when the clul
meets with Miss Virginia Richard;
It was voted that each member con
tribute enough food for a Thanks
giving dinner to be given some need
person.

Sleeper Bible Class will meet Mon
day with Mrs. Evelyn Snow, 8 Gree,a
street in Thomaston.

Mrs. Emma Dick, Mrs. Jessie Wall.
Mrs. Emma Carver and Mrs. Laura
Ranlet attended the banquet and re
ception helW at the Columbia Hotel
in Portland Wednesday night, for the
Arts and Crafts Society meet
president of US.W.V. Auxiliary’, Mrs.
Martha B Hart, of Bayonne, N. J. Monday night with Mrs. Evelyi
Auxiliary members from all parts of Peaslee.
the State were present, it being one
Miss Edith Riley. R. N. is a sur
of the order’s outstanding events of
gical patient at Knox Hospital.
the season.
Mrs. Carl FYeeman entertained
WIN. Club Thursday night at her
home at Glen Cove, honors at bridge
going to Mrs. Herbert Curtis. Mrs.
Ralph Glendenning and Mrs. Grace
Loomis of Portland. Late lunch was
served by the hostess.
The History Study Group will
me-t Tuesday afternoon with Miss
Harriet Bird, Camden street.

Mrs. Chester Johnson, Mrs. Fred
Snow and Miss Jackie Snow have re
turned from Waterville where they
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Richards. They spent one day in
Bath with Ned Robbins and family.

Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Moody, who
have been spending the summer in
Warren, go tomorrow to St. Peters
burg. Fla.
The Wednesday afternoon card
party at Grand Army hall, under the
direction of Mrs. Gladys Thomas, re
sulted in these prize winners. Mrs
M. J. Long. Mrs. Carrie Thompson
Miss Elizabeth Donahue. Mrs. Nellie
Achorn. Mrs. Elizabeth Murray, and
Mrs. Abbie McDonald.

MONDAY ONLY
NOVEMBER 23
Double Votes for Southern Cruise
On These Two Lots

6-PC. KITCHEN SET

3 Pint Pitcher, 4 Quart Covered
Dish, 3 Quart Bowl, 2 Quart
Bowl. 1 Quart Bowl
Yellow, Well Glazed Earthenware
weight 16 lbs, securely packed for
shipment

4-QT. BATTER BOWL

Cream Colored, Earthenware China
Extra Smooth Finish
Has handle for easy holding and
lip for pouring. An extra nice dish.
Something a little new.
Packed for shipping, weight 10 lbs.

H. H. CRIE & CO.
Hardware and Sporting Goods
SYNDICATE BLOCK
328 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

irming new designs of

Mr ajid .Mi’s. Melvin Pendextei
have returned from a visit in Port
land, where they were guests of theit
daughter, Mrs. Linwood Buzzell.

Mrs. Hervey Allen attended the
antique exhibition sponsored by the
Antique Dealers’ Association, held ui
the Mayfair room of the Lafayetti
Hotel. Portland, Nov. 17, 18, and 19.
The display of old glass and jewelry
was especially attractive.

SPECIAL
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Chapin Class members and hus
bands met Tuesday night with Mi
and Mrs. Henry Comins, Crescer
street. The husbands enjoyed card
while the ladies had a busy evenin
of sewing. The meeting next Tue;
day will be held With Mrs. Charlt
Smalley, Broadway.
A record attendance for the Rocl
land Society for the Hard of Hearin
marked Thursday's meeting, whe a
the members complimented Mr 3.
Mary Veazie with a surprise birth
day shower.
Refreshments wei e
served and a social hour followe d
the regular practice session, Mr 5.
Blanche Witham giving the lesso
and Mrs Gladys Thomas the stor; IT.
There will be no meeting next wee
because of the holiday.

The Rockland Lions Club sent fi ve
of its members to the meeting of t]he
coastal clubs in Bucksport Thursd ay
night. The representation wou Id
have been much larger but for *1he
fact that the meeting conflicted with
that of the Baptist Men's League to
which many of the local Lions b
long. Tile Rockland delegation cornprised Dr Blake Annis. Ray Cros
Clifford Crosc, Harold leach ar
George Sleeper. They report a vet
successful occasion, with the Castii
Club capturing the bell.
Tlte American Legion Auxilia:
meets Monday at 7.30 at Legion ha
Mrs. Elizabeth Barton and Miss All
Barton are in charge of the supp
at Legion hall tonight—Twel
members of the Winslow-Holbroi
Auxiliary, American Legion attend*
the installation of officers of tJ
Frank D. Hazeltine Auxiliary at Bf
fast Monday evening—Those atten
ing the Council meeting of tl
American Legion Auxiliary, Depar
ment of Maine, at Wiscasset Tue
day were, Mrs. Minnie Smith, M:
Ella Hyland. Mrs. Mary Haskell, M:
Susie Lamb. Mrs. Grace Kirk, M
Evelyn St. Clair. Mrs. Mary Sistaii
Mrs. Corwin Olds, and Mrs. Berni
Jackson.
A Thanksgiving Charity Ball w
be held Wednesday evening in
Temple hall. Eddie Whalen's Yank:ee
Ambassadors providing the music, It
is sponsored by the Kiwanis Unde
privileged Child Committee and ea
ticket purchased will feed an unde
privileged child for a week —adv.

BurdeU's Dress Shop—End of t te
Month Clearance Sale—25 Womei
Dresses priced at $5, $7 and $9. —ac...

aytees

KG. U S. FAT
IT. OFF.

BLACKINGTON’S
310 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Ingraham spent 1
Irs. Nellie Overlock has closed her
Thursday
and Friday as guests of
ise
here
and
will
pass
the
winter
hoi
wit h her daughter. Mrs. Walter Stur- her sister Mrs. Hanson T. Crockett
in North Haven.
k. in Providence, R. I.
Mr. and Mrs. Wiley Philbrook and
Irs. Cass Blaisdell and children
ha ze been visiting in Baugus. Mass.. Mrs. William Philbrook will leave ,
wh ile Mr. Blaisdell has been on a Sunday for Miami where they will '
iting trip. Upon her return she .spend the winter.
Next Wednesday night at 7 o'clock
s accompanied by her parents, Mr.
there will be a union Thanksgiving I
i Mrs. Sylvester.
diss Molly Warner is guest of Mr. service at the Methodist Church to
which everyone is invited. Rev. J.
1 Mrs. Carroll T. Cooney.
’uneral services for Clifford E. Lor- W. Hyssong of the Baptist Church
ing. who died suddenly in Rockland, will preach on the subject, “Giving j
e held Monday at the Flanders Thanks in Everything."
Miss Marion Weidman was hostess
leral parlors. Mr. Loring, who
me here from Massachusetts to to the Johnson Society Wednesday
ke his home, had many friends in night at her home on Russell avenue.
The Garden Club met Wednesday
tow n who are saddened by his death.
night
at the home of Mrs. Manasseh
Reil. Stanley G. Spear of Beverly,
W. Spear with a good attendance
iss., conducted the services.
The Baptist Ladies' Sewing Circle despite the extremely cold weather.
Id an all day session in the vestry Although informal it proved highly
ursday with a covered dish lunch- interesting. It was voted to omit
the December meeting as the Club,
n served at noon.
Rev. Franklyn Nolan and Rev. H. H. taking the lead in the civic welfare
shop of the Northern Baptist Con work of the town, will be busy with
ation are conducting a Teachers’ Christmas preparations. Mrs. Mil
stitute which includes Thursday and dred Holmes, chairman of the civic
iday of this week and Monday and committee will be assisted by mem- ,
bers from all organizations in town. j
lesday of next week. They will also
Mrs. Maynard C. Ingraham, Mrs.1
taike part in the services Snnday at
E. E. Ingraham and Mt* Elsie Haw
e Baptist Church.
kins motored to Fairfield Wednes
The Rebekah Circle meets Monday
day to visit Miss Arlene Ingraham
at 2 at the home of Mrs. Ralph
and assist in the celebration of her
■nner.
birthday anniversary. Arlene was .
made happy with gifts cards etc.
“Gardens I Have Seen”
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Wooster
The Garden Club met in the Corn- and daughter Nancy of Bangor spent
unity House Thursday night with last weekend with his mother Mrs.
rs. Sace Weston, president, in the C. H. Wooster.
lair. The purchase of a piano was
Maynard Porter who has been
)ted upon favorably. Mrs. A. R. spending two weeks with his family
enedict spoke briefly on the subject left Friday for Baltimore to rejoin
of books published by the State Fed- the ship on which he is employed.
ation.
Mrs. Augusta Shitoles is in Mt.
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay, speaker of Vernon, N. Y„ to remain for the
e evening, took for her subject winter with her daughter, Mrs.
lardens I Have Seen." Remarking Marieta Stiles.
At the Baptist Church Sunday,
lat it was like "bringing coals to
ewcastle” to speak before so well in- services will begin with morning
irmed a group as the members of worship at 11; sermon by thc pastor,
te club, who had already enjoyed so John W. Hyssong, subject, “Denying
lany distinguished speakers, Mrs. the Faith. What does it mean?";
ray said that to keep herself “from Bible SchooJ at 12; at € p. m. Chris
“tting into too deep water" she had tian Endeavor with Miss Feme
Whitney as leader. At 7 p. m.. Gospel
tosen her subject.
She told of the gardens of Mount service, subject “The Christian
ernon. of Edgar Allen Poe in Rich- Doctrine of Forgiveness".
Funeral services were held Friday
lond, of the "Old Manse" in Conjrd, of those of the World's Fair in at Russell funeral home for Dorothy
t. Louis, of many gardens holding Louise, five months old daughter of
istorical interest in New Hampshire Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Richards, who |
nd Maine. She paid high com- died suddenly Thursday at their
tendation to the local club for its home on Amesbury Hill. Interment
eautiful gardens and to the Flower was in Mountain street cemetery.
how exhibited during the past sumler. At the close of the talk, Mrs.
cray was given a rising vote of thanks.

I
I
■

Warm Win

Winterproof Wool, Gay Colors, Carefully
Tailored
Coats To Match At Low Prices

L

E. B. HASTINGS & CO.

CUTLERS

COATS
Appealing types of SPORT COATS,
Plaids, Mixtures, High Shades for
misses and wjmen. DRESS COATS

trimmed witli GORGEOUS FJjKS.
Beautiful Fabric in all the wanted

this scsaon shade.-.; all are heavily

interlined for extra warmth.

SPORT COATS that were $10.75

$7.80

COATS that were $18.50

$13.20

COATS that were $25.00

s20.00

COATS that were $29.50

$23.60

COATS that were $59.50

$44.00

THEATRE
Waldoboro

SHOWS START AT 8.00 P. M.

TUESDAY, NOV. 24

“Pigskin Parade”
STUART ERWIN,
ARLINE JUDGE

SALE PRICES ON ALL COATS

-

SALE ON ALL KNIT AND WOOL

DRESSES
You raved about them at their orginal price. Don't miss out now at
this unusual saving. Worsteds, bouelcs and zephyrs in stunning
twc-piecc styles. Good color choice, too! Fick yours early 14-20;
38-44.

GROUP OF $5.98

GROUP OF $7.50

WOOL DRESSES

KNIT DRESSES

$4-36

$5-87

ALL OTHER WOOL AND KNIT DRESSES
AT CLEARANCE SALE PRICES

Chief Wilbur H. Towle of the
LARGE GROUP OF OUR
Maine State police said Thursday |
$5.00 TO $8.50 SILK DRESSES
21 persons were killed and 138 others
were injured in 215 highway acci
dents reported to his department for
October. He said 123 of the acci
DORGAN’S EXPRESS
dents happened in “open country"
Light Carting
and 92 in compact sections. Drunken
In treating children’s colds,
For
B.
& E. Motor Express
driving and dangerous driving each
don’t take
caused 14 of the accidents. Towle re
Lewiston, Me.
chances.. use
w VapoRub
ported. Fifteen were caused by reck ___
Call 106-R—149—593-W
PROVED BY 2 GENERATIONS
less driving.

Mothers !

\g I Vi\w

THURSDAY, NOV. 26

“Public Enemy’s Wife”

SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY

PAT O’BRIEN.
MARGARET LINDSAY
Matinee 3.00 P. M.

Notice to Customers on

SATURDAY, NOV. 28

“Thank You Jeeves”
ARTHUR TREACHER,
VIRGINIA FIELDS

BETTER SIGHT DAMPS

Matinee 2.30 P. M.
Tangled live* and secret
romance* revealed in the
most unusual and suspense
ful picture ever made...with
the year's mast important
cast . . . highlighted by the
most uproarious comedy the
screen has ever seen I

Special: S10 given away each
Saturday night in three prizes;
tihrd prize this week is $12.

140-141

We are so far behind on deliveries of our campaign lamp
selling for $2.95 that we cannot promise any definite
delivery date.

MONDAY-TUESDAY

BROADWAY'S RHYIHM KINGS
WROTE THE TUNES EOR THIS'
’ - RIOTOUS ROMANCE!

The campaign was advertised to end on November 15.

However, due to the tremendous approval of this lamp
and out inability to meet the demand we will extend the

closing date one week.

Order# Ta ken
Prior io Nov.
Will Bo Filled

LAWRENCE

TIBBETT

While we cannot make im

JEAN HERSHOLT

mediate delivery,

ROCHELLE HUDSON’HELEN VINSON
SUM SUMMERVILLE-ROBERT KENT
DOROTHY PETERSON * JOHN QUALEN
RAN DINEHART • J. EDWARD BROMBERG
SARA HADEN • TOM MOORE
GEORGE ERNEST • MONTAGU LOVE
Scenes of the Dionne Quintuplet* photogrophed under
the Fechmcol Supervision of Dr Allan
Dafoe

I

Directed by Norman Taurog Vjifc’.

we will

try to fill in a reasonable

with

NOW PLAYING
"MY MAN GODFREY"
with

time

WENDY BARRIE
GREGORY RATOFF
ARTHUR TREACHERY

every

order

taken

prior to November 25.

My.

e and
ond lyric* bv
Arthur Schwortg and Howard Dig'r

Wm. Powell, Carole Lombard

Astocio'e Producers Earl Carroll ond Harold Wilton
Bated on a story by Bruce Could
DARRYl P
ZANUCK
in char;
108.

TODAY
BOB ALLEN

.hi

“THE UNKNOWN RANGER

Phone 892
Matinee 2.00
Evgs 6.30. 8.30
Cont. Sat. 2-10.30

TEL. 409

1

ALL SIZES 14 TO 20. 36 TO 48

$366

THE LITTLE AD THAT SAVES
^■MiTHl

CHILDREN’S SKI PANTS
CH
$1.25
LADIES’ SKI PANTS
$2.98

PERILOUS HIGHWAYS

BEGINNING TODAY

This Is the Better Sight Lamp that
hundreds purchased in Maine this
fall. Our special offer features the
lamp, six 60-watt and one 100-watt
bulbs, a $7.05 value, for only $2.95.

CENTRALwMAI N E
POWIRztOMPAMY

Every-Other-Day
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to Burlington. Vt., up Grand Isle to land Head Light. I understand it
Roosevelt Perry, thence up the New is known locally as Two Light. We
York shore of Lake Champlain. The won't make that mistake again. The
scenery was beautiful and the day- next time we go to Portland, we'll
A WARM
perfect. Had dinner in Chazy and make another trial.
Inspection took place while we
then to Rouses Point across another
COMFORTABLE HOME-ferry (they are building a wonderful were gone and so we visited Mr.
Brush
in
the
office
and
went
through
new bridge there now) down Grand
Isle through Burlington and Mont the buildings and other parts of the
pelier and on to St. Johnsbury to new depot. It was a delightful visit
There is nothing that gives more zest to the holiday
and every one was friendly to us We
spend the night.
season than a warm, comfortable home, the kind that
Gorham was on our route the fol also went through the Portland Light
is heated with D&H Cone-Cleaned ANTHRACITE.
lowing day and then Rumford Ship the mate explained all parts
Stopped for dinner in Auburn and and their uses, the hour with him
Matchless draft-obedience makes D&H most econom
called on our friends Mr. and Mrs being passed most enjoyably.
ical, cutting down fuel consumption in mild weather.
Tlie next day it rained so we were
Willard Brown. Mr Brown took us
But, when really cold weather comes, D&H gives
through the new and old parts of the unable to make calls. Woodrow Bill- j
an abundant supply of pleasant, healthy heat
! Edward Little High School. It was lngton on Sunday took Miss Alma
! a great treat We also saw one of Knight. Mr and Mrs. Charles L.
A/’l
the teachqrs, Miss Angie Pulsifer, Knight. Mrs. Coleman and myself
who taught in the Morse High School on a trip through Bingham Dam
of Bath when Mrs Coleman attended which was a wonderful experience.
that school. We talked a long time It is Inspiring to know that we have
SI9 MAIN ST.
TEL. 487
such a splendid project ln our own
J with her and visited her rooms.
Our arrival In Bath was in time State.
As a whole we had a very enjoy
for supper. In that city we stayed
with relatives. Mr. and Mrs. Milan able vacation G. R. Blethen of York
G Leonard and Miss Grace McIntire Beach substituted.
1 There we enjoyed nice rides.
Since our return we have had as
Lapointe. Cruel and abusive treatOur trip next touched Bowdoin guest William Miller of Suncook. N. grand time and P. O Hilt and fam
LINCOLN DIVORCES
I ment.
ham to visit Mr. and Mrs. David H. during the duck shooting season. ily started for the remainder of vaGeorge 6. [Pickard vs Annie E.
Shaw and Mrs. Mabel Robinson: He did very well—the best ln years— cation days. They spent the time in Twenty-Five Granted In the
Pickard. Desertion.
then on to Gardiner where we wen- and as result we had baked coots St George and Lynn, Mass., with A
Neighboring County This Helen B. (Francis vs Ronelle L.
guests of Miss Roseltha Coleman who nearly every day he was here with i w- Hathorne of St. George staying
Francis. Desertion. Name changed
treated us to a great dish of ice an especially grand feast the last I here as substitute. Mrs. R T. SterWeek
to Helen B. Leadbeater.
cream and cake. We also took a ride day. We had five baked coots and ling and Mrs. W. C. Dow accbmpan
Jessie Ramsdell Boynton, other
The
divorce
mill
was
running
on
to Boothbay Harbor and while there one chicken for the company who ied them to Lynn and were guests oi
telephoned Mrs. Sue Stockbridge of did not care for the other game. Mr and Mrs. Charles Ward and Mr. full time ln Lincoln County superi wise known as Jessie King Boynton,
Ram Island Light and talked so long Dinner guests were Miss Orace Mc and Mrs. J. A. Thomas and son or Court this week. 25 decrees being vs Walter Melrose Boynton. Cruel
and abusive treatment.
signed. The list follows:
we thought the telephone company Intire. Mrs. Gallant, Mrs Bertha V. Deane.
Agnes M. Farnham vs Wm. T.
Dorothy O. Marr vs Gordon P.
would tell us to quit It was a pleas Rogers of Bath and Mr. Miller. Miss
Marr,
cruel
and
abusive
treatment
j
Farnham.
Cruel and abusive treat
ure to talk like we used to when they McIntire. Mrs. Gallant and Mr. Mil
WHITE HEAD
ment. Custody of children to libel
of
and
exjreme
oruelity.
Cuetodf
What Our Lightkeepers and Coast Guardsmen Are Doing To Protect Coastwise Shipping By Day and Bywere on Boon
ler left that night and one-half hour
Carleton Anderson, surfman at the
lant.
children to libelant.
night. The Day's News From Many Lonely Outposts Along Maine's Waterfront.
Accompanied by Miss Grace M later George O. Melzard . Dudley local station, who was at home sevEvelyn Goodwin vs Boyd C. OoodMain.
Ruth B. Main vs Carl J.
McIntire, we called on Keeper and Leavitt and Albert McMann arrived, eral weeks with an injured foot, Is
win,
Desertion
Mrs Nye and had an enjoyable visit The latter two were on their way to now at the U. S. Marine Hospital in Cruel and abusive treatment, Name
Cape Xeddick
Light of the deeps thou art! As forth I
Doubling Point Range
Rosia N. Brackett vs Charles B.
changed to Ruth B. Nichols.
glide.
Mrs. Nye and daughter and Fred
Brackett. Cruel and abusive treat
Dear Fellow Readers:—Here we are including a nice long walk through spend a vacation in New York city. Deering.
From rock and whirlpool far. and
Clara R. Carbone vs Andrew Fred j ment. Name changed to Rosia N.
Misses
Alma
Knights,
Rosa
tempest s roar.
Mrs Alley of Beals is at Lawrence
Pinkham motored recently to Port again after a long absence, but a the woods to the upper Light. Per
Sudden there looms an ever verdurous
sonally. I wouldn't care to do it in Knights and friends passed Suuday Norton's home for several months' Carbone. Cruel and abusive treat' Huntley.
land and enroute called on Mr. and
shore.
ment. Name changed to Clara
Whose towers ln the still waves stand Mrs. Merritt P. Pinkham of Yar busy time
snowbanks and I don't think we will with us. We also had a visit from visit.
j Urban C. Waning vs Marlon Wanglorified.
I lost the last letter I wrote with have a storm this winter but what I Mr. Durgin of the office
H. W. Andrews of Norton's Island McDougall.
—Cravon Langstroth Betts
' Ing. Cruel and abusive treatment.
mouth. Mr. Pinkham is a retired
• o • •
out reading it, so I don't know will think of Keeper Nye trudging
Since receiving time sheets from was guest Sunday at Charles Butler's
lightkeeper.
Custody ol minor children to libelCord ill Marine Messages
Mr. and Mrs Howard E Webber of whether or not I told about Mrs through the drifts. I am wondering the office I have a better under- at Clark Lsland.
viuc. anu O'Miuxe uv.-uvi.,.
iaQ^
Editor of 'Guardians of Our Coast": Augusta were recent callers at the Coleman and Mrs Alice Tracy call if the portable mill has begun opera- standing of what the Good Book
Mrs. Daniel Farnsworth is on a changed to Ida M. Whitcomb.
j
Martha F. Soule vs Everett E.
Having returned home and again station, also Keeper and Mrs Asa ing on Keeper and Mrs. Cusklie of tjons
grove yet. It seems a means when it says we shall have to short visit at her home ln Jonesport.
Hattie
D
Weeks
vs
Herman
P.
Soule.
Cruel and abusive treatment.
on the job. I have been looking over Smith of Squirrel Point Light. A Fort Point Light. Newcastle. N. H p(ty jg
au
lovely trees. give an account of our deeds on C. H. Wall of RacklifT's Island has
Weeks.
Desertion cruel and abusive Cust
some letters received the past season, welcome is extended all guests, for the Keeper James Anderson of Goat
were reaciy to leave Bath to earth.
returned from a hunting trip in the treatment.
lant.
in the lot being one from Albion B
sociability shortens and cheers our Island Light took the women witli spend a few days in Fortland when
We recently bought Mrs. Charles Maine woods. He brought back a fine
Edna T. Watts vs Nelson A Watts.
Alice R Soule vs Eldred L. Soule.
Crocker relative to my book. ‘Maine
him in his new car. They had a de- pos^-j uncle by marriage, George A Tracy's radio which she used or. deer.
days.
Desertion. Custody of minor children Cruel and abusive treatment Cus
Lighthouses." This will of course'
Oil tankers and coal barges are lightful ride and a wonderful visit gpmney. died following an operation. Boon. We liked it, and as we had
Mr and Mrs. A J. Beal and Miss to libellant.
tody of minor children to libellant.
interest you. as it goes to show how 1
plying by the station thick and fast The house had been the scene of the \ye stayed until after the funeral just bought new batteries, we trans- 1 Eleanor Beal of the Light leave SunRadcliffe P. Robinson vs Gwen
Mary
L.
Plein
vs
John
Plein.
De

far your newspaper reaches out into
p^^nj
nowadays. Collier Bermindglen pascsd wedding of their daughter a few days and then went
ferred them and have a dandy ma- da^’ I°r a
with relatives in West- sertion.
dolyn E. Robinson. Cruel and abusive
this little world of ours.
while visiting Mr. and Mr.- chine. The cabinet is attractive also.1 brook. remaining over the holiday.
out recently, to return with another before and some of the beautiful
Another is from a man in East
Ronald K. Somes vs Hilda W. treatment.
decorations remained.
Charles L Knight of Portland we de- We regret that Mr. Tracy remains
cargo.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Alley ot
Herbert Poole vs Edna M. Poole.
Orange. N. J. This writer I should
Somes. Cruel and abusive treatment.
Mlss Grace McIntire came Oct. 2 cided to make a call on Keeper and ill at the Veteran's Hospital in Togus. Whaleback Light. Portsmouth, N H.,
Supt. of Lighthouses Charles
Judge is of a poetical trend and I
Custody of minor child to libellant. Cruel and abusive treatment.
C. Brush with Mrs. Brush and two from Bath and took Mrs Coleman's. Mrs. Elwell at Two Lights Calling Hope you will soon be better. Charles are passing several days with Mr.
Gertrude I. Sherman vs Charles
might say that one would have to
Dallas M. Williams vs Ralph H.
aunt Mrs Mary F Ingham of Bath.1 the car company we learned wha:
Alley s brother. G. Lester Alley, of the
W
C. Sherman. Cruel and abusive
have his mind deep in thought to women friends spent last Saturday
Williams Cruel and abusive treat
Light.
Portland Head
afternoon here and we certainly en who had been spending most of the car to take and then asked Keeper
treatment.
really understand. But his poems
summer with us. We then left on a Elwell to meet us at the car line 11 Sailing from summer into winter,
Frank Alley* first assistant of the ment. Custody of minor child to li
are good if one is thinking of dying Joved thelr VLsitAlvin N. Jewett vs Clyda A. Jewett.
vacation. That night we camped in | wonder if he is laughing yet at the whew! What a change in atmos Light, returns today from ten days' bellant.
right away
Mrs- Nye entenained the
Cruel and abusive treatment.
Mabelle
C.
Cunningham
vs
Wil

I have had a great time visiting Aid on ^mistice Day. Refreshments a new overnight camp just outside "Sea Gulls" getting lost in the big phere, are we busy keeping home furlough, spent at his home ln Rock
liam D. Cunningham. Gross and
land.
the old sea captains homes on the *ere served and the
* de" of Laconia. N H. The next morning city? Or was he angry, Anyway, fires burning.
we had breakfast at Laconia and we stepped out of the car and i Wondering how all the boys on
Frederick Johnson, surfman at the confirmed habits of intoxication
Malne coast, listening to salty yarns i iiRhtful time.
then went through the White Moun looked around for Mr. Elwell—he outside stations met the change in station, is on 15 days' leave at his from use of Intoxicating liquors.
and with especial interest to tales of
Twelve above zero here Tuesday
Name changed to Mabelle C. Alex
seamen’s close calls. I might state i The Standard Oil tanker passed by tains We saw both the Franconia wasn't there. We entered into con weather and if they got all hatches home in Buck's Harbor.
ander.
[
and
Crawford
Notches
the
Old
Man
versation with the conductor and battened down for "Old Man Win
that I am even a little homesick. 45 these items were being written.
Wilder B. Blake vs Marion E.
of the Mountain and Indian Head; found we were at Fortland Head ter."
There were times when tears came to , Kind wishes to all.
The
breaking waves
Blake. Cruel and abusive treatment.
then headed for Barre. Vt., arriving Light, seven miles from where we
Not very exciting the past week i dashed high on the stern
my eyes, and then in my imagination
• • • •
Libellant to pay counsel fees and
11 and rockbound coast —
in time for supper and the movies. wanted to be. We had asked for here.
I could see my father—how he would
Burnt Island
‘ Felicia Hemans
$2,500.
sit in the old arm-chair in the old Here we are at last, on our new
Mr Sterling returned from his
The next day we went to Mont Cape Elizabeth Light and evidently
icks
rop
Mabel R. Lapointe vs Richard P.
hcmestead at Peaks Island and tell station, and we like lt greatly. We pelier. saw the Capitol and then on the company thought of only Port- vacation last Saturday reporting a
just how he had weathered the had a rough passage from Deer Island
Light—everyone gave up and went to
storms.
I can truthfully say there were bed except Keeper Muise.
On our way here we stayed in
times when I lived part of my life
i Rockland overnight and Mrs. Muise
over, and it was great!
called on relatives while there.
Robert Thayer Sterling
The retired keeper and Mrs. Staples, j
Portland Head, Nov. 17
i accompanied by Mrs. Foss of The
The afore mentioned message from Cuckolds Light made us a visit a
Mr. Crocker, better known to readers short while ago and Keeper Stockas “Boze" or “The Saunterer," is j bridge of Ram Island Light also
here re-printed in part:
called.
'
"Your article in a recent issue of
We hope Keeper and Mrs. Robinson
The Courier-Gazette was very in- of Deer Island like their new station.
teresting to me Longfellow is my wish they would let us know wha:
favorite poet, and like him. I selected j the dog did when he chased the cat
the State of Maine for my birthplace ' up a tree.
-Tenants Harbor, and only about a
Willard Muise is in Boothbay for a
mile from the flashing red of South few days with 'Gram" and "Gramp"
ern Island Light.
Staples.
“I have just passed from boy
Best regards to all lighthouse keep
hood to young manhood (71) and ers and coast guardsmen.
was fortunate in living in Maine for
a • « •
the first 21 years of my life, and to
Petit Manan
me she is still home. My earliest
Keeper and Mrs. William Lockhart,
BOTH OFFERING:
recollections are of Longfellow's accompanied by Mrs Grace Leighton
Fresh, New Style-Leader Styling♦ Longer
poems. The information that Port
and Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Sawyer,
land Head Light was the poet's in
Wheelbase • Larger Size ♦ Roomier Bodies
spent 20 days' vacation touring North
spiration for "A Summer Day by the
Lower Floors • Wider Chassis ♦ Heavier
ern Maine, Quebec, Montreal, reen
Sea’’ was news indeed. I wonder If
Frames • Bigger Engines • Higher Power
tering the United States at Niagara
that tower was also his inspiration
Falls. They visited relatives in New
Extra Safety • Greater Economy • And
for “The Lighthouse ? As I recall.
York city, New Jersey and Hartford.
Oldsmobile's Traditionally Fine Quality.
Longfellows grandfather was a ship
Roscoe Fletcher has been trans
BIGGER, FINER AND SAFER THAN EVER... EACH WTH A STYLE DISTINCTLY ITS OWN
captain.
ferred from this station to Matinicus
BOTH FEATURING:
"Your article was clipped and
Rock Light as keeper. Best wishes
placed with the poem where it be
New Unisteel Bodies by Fisher with Turret
and success to Mr. and Mrs. Fletcher
longs. Let s have more of your recol
Top
♦ New Triple Sealed Super-Hydraulic
in itheir new home.
lections."
Brakes
• Center-Control Steering • New
William
Clark
of
Portland
has
taken
• • • «
Dual Ride Stabilizers • Proved KneeFrom New Jersey an encouraging up his duties as second assistant here.
Rev. Mr. Bowesfield of the Sunbeam
Action Wheels * Unobstructed Floors
note penned by John Carrel to Ass't
called on us recently and left plenty
Keeper Sterling reads:
and many other fine-car features.
“Your book on Lighthouses Is most of reading material for the winter.
inspiring. This is made greater be Mrs. Lockhart will more than appre
cause the reflective powers of man ciate it as she is the only woman on
kind set forth the majesty of the All the Light, the other two being ashore
EIGHT
Being; the soul is the “Light of Man" that the children may attend school.
• • • •
God bless the Keepers and the Light

Guardians of Our Coast

is something to be thankful for...

M.B.&C.O.PERRY

f
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Bear Island

houses."
THE SAVORY OF THE THYME

(For The Courier-Gazette)
The air ls chill:
'Tls ln November;
Th- skv with vrav ls overcast:
In the air there Is the spell of the
sacred autumn
And withal a friendly comeliness.

Passers by the cottages at even.
See the windows all aglow.
Where from out the cottage ovens,
A fragrant savory flows

Oh! think ln the ever present, and too
of the days of yore.
Of the most blessed savory from out
the cottage door:
Oh! for the old time custom, and for
Thanksgiving Day
With its old time Thanksgiving festi
val.
And

the old thyme savoi ■

—John Carrel

Capt. Lee Mann, a retired keeper,
wishes to be remembered to his light
house and coast guard friends.
The Mission boat Sunbeam called
Nov. 12 at the station and Rev. Mr.
Bowsfleld made a friendly call.
Capt. William Brogan of Danbury,
N. H., a retired Army captain, is visit
ing us for a week's vacation.
Assistant Keeper Darrel Mann of
Great Duck Island Light with Mrs.
Mann and daughter June were over
night guests here recently.
Kip, have you caught the hens that
roost in the trees? Hope you round
llieni up before they freeze.
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